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Abstract: We dene L-functions for meromorphic modular forms that are regular at
cusps, and use them to: (i) nd new relationships between Hurwitz class numbers and
traces of singular moduli, (ii) establish predictions from the physics of T-reection, and (iii)
express central charges in two-dimensional conformal eld theories (2d CFT) as a literal
sum over the states in the CFTs spectrum. When a modular form has an order-p pole
away from cusps, its q-series coecients grow as np 1e2nt for t 
p
3
2 . Its L-function must
be regularized. We dene such L-functions by a deformed Mellin transform. We study
the L-functions of logarithmic derivatives of modular forms. L-functions of logarithmic
derivatives of Borcherds products reveal a new relationship between Hurwitz class numbers
and traces of singular moduli. If we can write 2d CFT path integrals as innite products,
our L-functions conrm T-reection predictions and relate central charges to regularized
sums over the states in a CFTs spectrum. Equating central charges, which are a proxy for
the number of degrees of freedom in a theory, directly to a sum over states in these CFTs
is new and relies on our regularization of such sums that generally exhibit exponential
(Hagedorn) divergences.
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1 L-functions, modular forms, and path integrals
In this paper, we dene L-functions attached to meromorphic modular forms that are
regular at cusps. To begin, consider an integer-weight modular form f() dened on the
upper half-plane H, and bounded away from cusps. Because f() = f( + 1), it has a
Fourier decomposition, f() =
P
n cf (n)e
2in . Taking the Mellin transform of f yields
the associated L-function [1],
Lf (s) :=
X
n 6=0
cf (n)
ns
: (1.1)
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This pairing between modular forms and Dirichlet series, f() $ Lf (s), is one reason
modularity plays an important role in open problems involving Dirichlet series, such as
the Riemann hypothesis. Indeed, the L-function of the Jacobi theta function, a weight 1=2
modular form, is the Riemann zeta function: () :=
P
n2Z e
in2 $ L(s) = 2(2s).
The L-function, Lf (s), is related to the L-integral, L

f (s), which we dene to be:
Lf (s) :=
Z 1
0
dt
t
ts(f(it)  cf (0)) =  (s)
(2)s
Lf (s) : (1.2)
If f is a modular form without poles and f() = kf( 1=), then Lf (s) = ikLf (k  s) [1].
When f has poles, Lf (s) must be regularized before it is well-dened. In this paper, we
focus on modular forms with poles at nite distances above the real- axis. Unfortunately,
our results do not capture the previous generalization of L-functions for modular forms
whose poles are exclusively at innity considered by Briunier et al. [3] and Bringmann et
al. [4, 5]. The paper has two parts.
The rst part of the paper is mathematical in nature. In section 2, we regularize
Lf (s)
reg associated to a meromorphic modular form f . We prove that it satises this func-
tional equation, and use it to dene its associated L-function, Lregf (s) := L

f (s)
reg(2)s= (s).
Further, we prove that if f is a meromorphic modular form, e+n
p
3 . jcf (n)j. In section 3,
we evaluate Lregf (s) at s = 0 and s = 1, when f is a generating function for traces of
singular moduli, @ logHd(j()) [2], and perform a consistency check on Lregf (s).
The second part of the paper applies these mathematical results to quantum eld
theory (QFT). In section 4, we use the special values of the L-functions found in sections 2
and 3 to show that central charges of many two-dimensional conformal eld theories (2d
CFTs) be written directly as a tally of states in the theory. The terms involved in these
sums increase exponentially with n. Hence, this statement crucially hinges on our L-
function regularization. Further, we use these L-functions to explicitly verify two sum-rules
motivated by T-reection [6, 7]. (We derive a simpler version of these sum-rules that only
uses (s) in appendix A.) The stress-tensor dictates both the central-charge sum-rule and
the T-reection sum-rule. This is striking as the T-reection phase, and its associated sum-
rule, seems to be a new gravitational anomaly [6, 7]. Connecting it to the stress-tensor,
which also tracks the conformal anomaly [8], seems natural. We conclude in section 5.
1.1 Motivations from eld theory to study meromorphic modular forms
Three physics considerations are the driving motivation for this work. First, there is a
persistent connection between the behavior of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) at low
energies and the behavior of strings. Roughly, the conning potential for QCD can be
modeled by a string of nite tension. As this is a model, it does not capture all of the
features of QCD, particularly at high energies. Yet, there are some commonalities.
Heuristically, vacuum loops of closed QCD-strings have the topology of a two-
torus. Thus, we may expect the one-loop path integral for low-energy, low-temperature
QCD to be modular invariant. (See refs. [9{11] for an explicit example.) However,
low-energy QCD is known to have an exponential Hagedorn growth in the spectrum:
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d(E)  Ep 1e+HE [12, 13]. This leads to poles in the path integral Z() when the in-
verse temperature,  nears H :
Z() =
X
E
d(E)e E 
X
E
Ep 1e(H )E ! 1
(   H)p : (1.3)
Juxtaposing the expected modularity of the low-energy QCD path integral with the pres-
ence of Hagedorn poles suggests that the theory of meromorphic modular forms may
give an interesting set of tools to study low-energy QCD. If d(E) exhibits Hagedorn
growth, then current \zeta-function" technology cannot regularize the Casimir energy sum,
1
2
P
E d(E) E. An L-function for a meromorphic modular form, however, might.
Second, on a related note, L-functions for meromorphic modular forms may allow us
to rewrite central charges for unitary CFTs in terms of a direct sum over states in the
spectrum, even if the spectrum exhibits Hagedorn growth. While central charges are a
measure of the degrees of freedom in the theory, which decrease monotonically along RG
ows that progressively integrate-out modes on short distance scales, it is pleasing to see
a central charge written directly as a tally of states. Our L-functions allow us to do this.
Third, we would like to test a prediction of the conjectured invariance of QFT path
integrals under reecting their temperatures to negative values (T-reection). Based on
physical arguments, refs. [6, 14], conjectured that if a path integral Z() is a weight-k
modular form that can be written as an innite product of the form,
Z() = q 
1Y
n=1
(1  qn) d(n) ; (1.4)
where q := e2i and the d(n) are integers for all n, then we should have
 =  1
2
reg
1X
n=1
n1 d(n) ; k = reg
1X
n=1
n0 d(n) : (1.5)
Now, due to the interpretation of the path integral in terms of trace over spectra in the QFT,
 has the interpretation as the energy of the lowest-energy state in the QFT. However,
save when Z() is a quotient of Jacobi theta functions or Dedekind eta functions, these
d(n)-exponents exhibit Hagedorn growth, and the regularization procedure \reg" is not
known. Our L-functions for meromorphic modular forms gives us a precise context in
which we may regulate these sums. Using them, we conrm these predictions from [6, 14].
1.2 Summary of main mathematical and physical results
We now summarize our main results. First, in section 2, we prove the connection between
poles and Hagedorn growth of q-series coecients, and then provide a well-dened regular-
ized L-function that can be attached to every meromorphic modular form. The following
fact establishes Hagedorn growth for meromorphic modular forms:
Proposition 1.1. Let f be a meromorphic modular form with a pole of order p at some
nite location (away from cusps). There exist real numbers t  p3=2 and C > 0 such
that f() =
P
n cf (n)q
n has Cnp 1e+2nt  jcf (n)j  e2n(t+) for innitely many positive
integers n, for any  > 0.
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This qualitative feature distinguishes meromorphic modular forms from their weakly
holomorphic cousins and has played prominently in many papers, such as the last joint
paper between Hardy and Ramanujan [15], and in the recent work of Bialek, Berndt and
Ye [16{18] and Bringmann, Kane, Lobrich, Ono, and Rolen [19{21]. However, this result
may have escaped broader notice. It is a very important connection between meromorphic
modular forms and eld theory limits of string path integrals, which often feature Hagedorn
growth and Hagedorn poles. We have highlighted it for this reason.
The following statement gives the (polar part) of a well-dened regularization of the
integral Lf (s)
reg when f is a meromorphic modular form:
Theorem 1.2. Let f be a weight k meromorphic modular form that is regular at cusps.
Then it's L-integral, Lf (s)
reg, evaluates to
Lf (s)
reg =  cf (0)

Bs
s
+
ikBk s
k   s

+ regular(s) = ikLf (k   s)reg ; (1.6)
where 0 < B <1 and \regular(s)" denotes terms that are regular for nite s 2 C.
Theorem 1.2 is a fusion of Theorem 2.14 and Corollary 2.15, and is one of the main result
of this paper. In sections 3 and 4, we use Lf (s)
reg to establish the following two results:
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that F () is a meromorphic modular form of weight k. The L-
function for hT ()i := q@q logF () is,
LreghT i(s) =  
(2)s
 (s)



Bs
s

  k
2

Bs 1
s  1

+ 

B2 s
s  2

+ regular(s)

; (1.7)
where 0 < B <1 and again \regular(s)" denotes terms that are regular for nite s 2 C.
Corollary 1.4. Suppose that F () is a meromorphic modular form of weight k, and can
be written as q 
Q
n(1  qn) d(n). Dene f() :=
P
n d(n)q
n. Then,
lim
s! 1
Lregf (s) = lims! 1
reg
1X
n=1
d(n) n s :=   lim
s! 1
LreghT i(s+ 1)
(s+ 1)
= +2 ;
lim
s!0
Lregf (s) = lims!0
reg
1X
n=1
d(n) n s :=   lim
s!0
LreghT i(s+ 1)
(s+ 1)
= k :
(1.8)
In section 4, we argue that if a 2d CFT path integral equals F (), then it can be
interpreted as the partition function for the CFT in the grand canonical ensemble, where
particle number is not xed. Further, we argue that when the CFT is free, then f()
can be interpreted as the partition function for a single-particle excitation in the CFT,
i.e. the partition function for the CFT in the canonical ensemble. When a 2d CFT has a
path integral with modular weight k and an innite product expansion, then T-reection
suggests the two sum-rules in eq. (1.8) [6, 7]. We use the L-functions in eq. (1.6) to verify
this \prediction" from T-reection. This is one of the main physics-results in this paper.
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The other main physics-results that come from our L-functions derive from the inter-
pretation of the quantities  and k in eqs. (1.7) and (1.8). Namely, in the context of a
unitary 2d CFT,  is the Casimir energy and is directly proportional to the central charge
of the theory, c:  = c=24. In writing  as the special value of the L-function of what
we call the single-particle partition function for the CFT, which in section 4 we denote
ZCAN(), we directly equate the Casimir energy and thus the central charge to a direct
tally of the number of states in the CFT. Because the number of states in the canonical
ensemble has an exponential Hagedorn growth, the only way that we make this statement
is by using the L-functions for meromorphic modular forms. In this precise sense, this is a
new statement.
The main mathematical application of our L-functions in this paper is in the context
of traces of singular moduli. All of the notation in this paper on traces of singular moduli
follows Zagier's paper of the same name [2]. To state the application, let H(d) denote
the Hurwitz class number of a quadratic of negative discriminant d, tn(d) be the trace of
the unique modular function Jm() = q
 m +O(q) 2M !0 on the CM points discriminant-d
called Q (here M
!
k( ) is the space of weight k modular forms that diverge at cusps of
PSL2(Z)), which are dened to be the solutions to discriminant  d quadratics that lie
within the fundamental domain F := fz 2 C j jzj  1; Im(z) > 0; jRe(z)j  1=2g, wQ be
the order of the stabilizer of Q, and let fd be the unique element in the Kohnen plus-space
of M !1=2( 0(4)) with Fourier coecient development fd() = q
 d + O(q). In Theorems 3
and 5 of [2], Zagier showed that the dth Hilbert polynomial Hd(j()) (which is a weakly
holomorphic modular function that) satises
Hd(j()) :=
Y
Q2Q= 
(j()  j(Q))1=wQ = q H(d) Exp
"
 
1X
n=1
tn(d)
qn
n
#
(1.9)
= q H(d)
1Y
n=1
(1  qn)A(n2;d) 2M !0 (1.10)
where j() :=J1()+744 and A(n
2; d) is the coecient of qn
2
in the Fourier decomposition of,
fd() =
1
qd
+
1X
n=1
A(n; d)qn 2M !1=2( 0(4)): (1.11)
Let F () = Hd(j()) in Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 and call hT ()i = d(). Then,
lim
s!0
Lregd (s) = lims!0
reg
1X
n=1
X
mjn
mA(m2; d)

n s = lim
s!0
reg
1X
n=1
tn(d)
ns
=  H(d) : (1.12)
This relationship between Hurwitz class numbers and traces of singular moduli, while
formal, is new and crucially hinges on the denition of L-functions for meromorphic
modular forms.
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Finally, we point-out that the exponential growth in Proposition 1.1 gives an amusing
way to eectively determine H(d) without direct reference to quadratics. Explicitly:
Theorem 1.5. Consider the two expressions for d() := q@qHd(j()) 2 F2 from the two
dierent representations of Hd(j()) in eq. (1.9), and let Li0(x) :=
P
n x
n. The q-series
coecients are tn(d). The q-series coecients ~tn(d) of the pole-subtracted function,
~d() = d() 
X
Q2Qd= 
1
wQ
Li0(e
2i( Q)) =
1X
n=0
~tn(d)q
n ; (1.13)
have exponential growth that is bounded by j~tn(d)j < en
p
2.
We can nd H(d) by determining the number of terms that need to be subtracted-out
from d() before its q-series coecients are bounded by j~tn(d)j < en
p
2.
2 L-functions for meromorphic modular forms
Write Re(z) and Im(z) for the real and imaginary parts of a complex number z 2 C. Let
H := f 2 C j Im() > 0g denote the upper half-plane. A holomorphic modular form of
weight k (for the full modular group, SL2(Z)) is a holomorphic function f : H ! C such
that f( + 1) = f(  1 ) k = f() for all  2 H, and f() = O(1) as Im() ! 1. Write
Mk for the vector space of modular forms of weight k. A product of modular forms of
weights k1 and k2 is a modular form of weight k1 + k2, so M :=
L
kMk is naturally a
(graded) ring.
In this work a meromorphic modular form of weight k is a quotient f = f1f2 where
fi 2Mki , the denominator f2 is not identically zero, and k = k1   k2. We write Fk for the
vector space of meromorphic modular forms of weight k, and set F :=
L
k Fk. Then Fk
vanishes unless k is an even integer, and F may be regarded as a \graded ring of fractions"
of M.
Dene F (1) to be the vector space of meromorphic functions on H that satisfy f() =
f( + 1), have only nitely many poles in any compact subset of the vertical strip
V := f 2 H j Im() > 0 ; jRe()j  1
2
g  H; (2.1)
and satisfy the growth condition f() = O(eCIm()) as Im()!1 for some C > 0. Then
F is a subspace of F (1). Set e(x) := e2ix and q := e(). For any f 2 F (1) we write
cf (n) for the coecient of q
n in the Fourier expansion
f() =
X
n2Z
cf (n)q
n: (2.2)
By the growth condition on F (1) we have cf (n) = 0 for n 0.
If f 2Mk satises f() = O(q) (i.e. if f is a holomorphic cusp form) then cf (n)=O(nk)
as n!1, and the Dirichlet series
Lf (s) :=
X
n2Z
cf (n)
ns
(2.3)
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converges absolutely for Re(s) > k + 1 [1]. But as we show in Lemma 2.6, general f 2 Fk
have cf (n) that grow exponentially and the right-hand side of (2.3) is nowhere convergent.
In this section we introduce a regularization of (2.3), Lregf (s), that is well-dened and
analytic in s for an arbitrary meromorphic modular form f 2 Fk. To introduce it, recall
that when f 2Mk, the L-integral is given by:
Lf (s) =
Z 1
0
dt
t
ts
 
f(it)  cf (0)

: (2.4)
Here, when f 2 Mk, the integral and the q-series commute and yield the sum represen-
tation of  (s)Lf (s)=(2)
s from eq. (2.3). The analogous statement for f 2 Fk requires
regularization.
Generic f 2 Fk have poles within the fundamental domain F := f 2 C j 0 <
Im(); j j  1; jRe()j  1=2g and poles at i1. For this case, we dene the L-function,
Lf (s), by a deformation of the associated L-integral. Let L

f (s)
reg be the following limit of
the regularized contour integral:
Lregf (s) :=
(2)s
 (s)
Lf (s)
reg :=
(2)s
 (s)
lim
!0
lim
!1
1
2
X

reg
Z
(;)
d


i
s  
f()  cf (0)

;
(2.5)
where (;) begins at  = i=, moves upwards just to the left (right) of the imaginary-
 axis, and ends at  = i. (As the integrand is meromorphic in  , then if (; )
passes between the imaginary- axis and any pole o of the axis, and if the endpoints
are xed, then the precise path of (; ) is not needed.) Deformations away from the
Im()-axis allow us to deal with poles along the imaginary- axis. Crucially, if f 2 Mk
then eqs. (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) match.
The remainder of this section is as follows. In section 2.1 we describe this contour
and make contact with a previous denition of Lregf (s) for the special case f 2 M !k. In
section 2.2 we prove that if f 2 Fk has a single order-p pole at  = s + it 2 F , then
jcf (n)j  Cnp 1e2nt for some C. In section 2.3 we rewrite the integral transform in
eq. (2.5) explicitly in terms of the q-series coecients of f 2 Fk. In section 2.4, we
comment on the numerical convergence of Lregf (s) and on path dependence.
2.1 Dening the contour and dening the regularization
We dene the regularized L-integral, Lf (s)
reg, by the contour (; ), which begins at i=
and goes to i, while keeping just  to the right of poles on the imaginary- axis.
Lemma 2.1. Let f 2Mk and B be a positive real number. Then the L-integral, Lf (s)reg is
Lf (s)
reg := lim
!1
Z
(;0)
d


i
s  
f() cf (0)

=
 (s)
(2)s
1X
n=1
1
ns
(2.6)
= cf (0)

Bs
s
+
ik Bs k
k s

+
X
n 6=0
cf (n)

 (s;2nB)
(2n)s
+ik
 (k s;2n=B)
(2n)k s

; (2.7)
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where  (s; x) =
R1
x dt t
s 1e t. This matches Lf (s) dened in eq. (2.3). As cf (n) =
O(n2k 1) for f 2 Mk [1] and as  (s; x)  xs 1e x for large-x, the sum in eq. (2.7) con-
verges absolutely for any nite s 2 C for every f 2Mk.
Proof. As f 2 Mk does not have any poles, then any integration contour from i= to i
yields the same result. So the exact shape of our particular contour, (; 0), from i= to
i does not have any eect on the nal result. As f 2 Mk is bounded along this nite
contour, the contour integral converges and we may write
Z t=
t=1=
dt
t
ts
 
f(it)  cf (0)

=
1X
n=1
cf (n)
Z 
1=
dt
t
tse 2nt : (2.8)
As  ! 1, the integrals in the sum on the r.h.s. evaluate to  (s)=(2n)s. Thus the sum
over cf (n) integrals yields eq. (2.6), which matches the denition of Lf (s) in eq. (2.3).
Now, we can split-up the integral from t = 1= to t =  as the sum of an integral from
t = 1= to t = B and an integral from t = B to t = . Noting f( 1=) = kf(), we can
rewrite the integral from t = 1= to t = B in the following way:
Lf (sj)reg = +
Z 
B
dt
t
(ts)
 
f(it)  cf (0)

+ ik
Z 
1=B
dt
t
(tk s)
 
f(it)  cf (0)

  cf (0)
Z B
1

dt
t
 
t+s   ikts k (2.9)
Note that this process is independent of the value of B. Freedom to choose 1= < B < 
plays an important role in section 2.3, where we derive explicit forms for Lf (s)
reg for f 2 Fk.
Now, for any xed  1 we may exchange the integration and the q-series summation,
in eq. (2.9). Recalling the gamma-function  (s; x) :=
R1
x dt t
s 1e t, we nd
Lf (sj)reg =  cf (0)

ik
Bs k   s k
k   s

+
X
n 6=0
cf (n)

 (s; 2nB)   (s; 2n)
(2n)s

(2.10)
  cf (0)

Bs   s
s

+
X
n 6=0
cf (n)

ik
 (k   s; 2n=B)   (k   s; 2n)
(2n)k s

When Re(s) > 0 and Re(s  k) > 0, we nd that the !1 limit of eq. (2.9) equals
lim
!1
Lf (sj)reg = cf (0)

Bs
s
+
ik Bs k
k s

+
X
n 6=0
cf (n)

 (s;2nB)
(2n)s
+ik
 (k s;2n=B)
(2n)k s

:
(2.11)
We nish the proof by analytically continuing 1=s and 1=(k  s) to the entire s-plane, and
then noting that the scaling of  (s; x)  xs 1e x implies the sum converges absolutely for
any nite value of s 2 C when f 2Mk and cf (n) = O(n2k 1).
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The sum
P
n cf (n) (s; 2n)=(2n)
s converges absolutely for every nite s 2 C for
any sequence of cf (n) whose exponential growth is jcf (n)j . maxfe2n=B; e2nBg. Now,
we note:
Lemma 2.2. Let f 2 M !k, and   1, and consider the regularized contour integral
Lf (sj)reg :=
R
(;) d(=i)(=i)
s 1(f()  cf (0)). For any xed , it evaluates to:
Lf (sj)reg = cf (0)

Bs
s
+
ik Bs k
k s

+
X
n 6=0
cf (n)

 (s;2nB)
(2n)s
+ik
 (k s;2n=B)
(2n)k s

(2.12)
 
X
n 6=0
cf (n)

 (s;2n)
(2n)s
+ik
 (k s;2n)
(2n)k s

: (2.13)
As there exists C > 0 for any f 2 M !k where jcf (n)j  eC
p
n for n  1, this sum in
eq. (2.12) converges absolutely for nite s 2 C. The explicit result in eq. (2.12) matches
Lf (s)
reg in refs. [3{5]. Yet, each of the nite set of terms in eq. (2.13) with n < 0 diverge
as !1.
Proof. In this proof, we reproduce eq. (2.12) and make contact with the previously dened
L-functions for weakly holomorphic modular forms in [3{5].
First, we show that our proof of eq. (2.7) in Lemma 2.1 applies without essential
modication for any nite   1: as f 2 M !k only has poles at cusps, all integration
contours from  = i= to  = i yield the same result. So again we can path-deform
either of the two nite- integrals that appear in eq. (2.12) to the much simpler integralR i
i= dt t
s 1(f(it)  cf (0)).
We now exploit the modularity to again rewrite the nontrivial -regulated integral as
in eq. (2.10). When Re(s) > 0 and Re(s  k) > 0, we again nd that the integral is:
Lf (sj)reg = cf (0)

Bs s
s

+
X
n 6=0
cf (n)

 (s;2nB)  (s;2n)
(2n)s

(2.14)
 cf (0)

ik
Bs k s k
k s

+
X
n 6=0
cf (n)

ik
 (k s;2n=B)  (k s;2n)
(2n)k s

Now, note that the -independent terms in eq. (2.14) exactly match those in eq. (2.6),
and exactly match those in [4, 5]. However, if f has a q-series that begins with q N for
some positive integer N , then there exists a nite number of non-zero coecients cf (n)
for n < 0. In the sum over n 6= 0, these terms multiply incomplete gamma functions
 (; 2n), which diverge exponentially as  ! 1. These terms ruin the convergence of
Lf (sj)reg as !1.
If not for these terms, then the terms in eq. (2.12) would dominate Lf (sj)reg in the
!1 limit, and we would recover the results of [4, 5]. This nishes the proof.
Crucially, this does not reproduce the L-functions for f 2 M !k in [3{5]. If we could
equate the regularized L-function with the constant term of Lf (sj)reg in a large- expan-
sion, then we would reproduce their results. However, we are unaware of any reason to
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justify such an equality. Hence, we restrict our attention to f 2 Fk that are regular at
cusps. Within this space, we prove the following Lemma:
Lemma 2.3. Let f 2 Fk be regular at cusps. Then the !1 and ! 0 limits of
Lf (sj; )reg :=
X

1
2
Z
(;)
d


i
s  
f()  cf (0)

; (2.15)
exist and yield a nite result. Hence Lregf (s) as dened in eq. (2.5) exists for generic f 2 Fk.
Proof. We require the outermost contours (;) to pass to left and to the right of each
on-axis pole exactly once, while enclosing no poles o the axis. Now for every f 2 Fk there
is a nite integer N such that
f() =
1X
n=N
cf (n)e
2in 2 Fk : (2.16)
If N  0, then jf(it)   cf (0)j = O(e 2t) as t ! 1. Hence, jf()j is bounded along
(; ) and exponentially decays as  ! i1 (and as  ! i0). In the limit  ! 0,
each contour encloses poles on the axis but remains nite as  ! 1. Because the
two contour integrals dier by a nite sum of residues, when f is regular at i1, then
lim!0(
P

1
2 lim!1 L

f (sj; )) exists and yields a nite result. Thus Lf (s)reg exists and
is nite when f 2 Fk is regular at cusps.
We now comment that if the regularization prescription in Lemma 2.2 is applied to
modular forms with poles at cusps, f 2M !k, then proof of Lemma 2.3 would generalize to
all f 2 Fk. The reason is as follows.
Let f 2 Fk have a q-series that begins with qN (1 +O(q)) with N < 0. Now, consider
any g 2M !k whose polar terms match those of f 2 Fk. More explicitly, f()+g() = O(q0).
It is relatively simple to construct an explicit function whose polar terms cg(n)q
 n match
those of any f 2 Fk. Let h 2Mk be holomorphic, and let JM 2M !0 be the unique modular
function that begins with q M + O(q). Then one can choose jN j coecients C(k) for
k 2 f1; : : : ; jN jg such that g() := h()PjN jk=1C(k)Jk() 2 M !k whose q-series begins with
g() =
P 1
n=N ( cf (n))qn +O(q0). Thus,
g() =
1X
n=N
cg(n)e
2i 2M !k ; where f()+g() =
1X
n=0
(cf (n)+cg(n))e
2i 2Fk : (2.17)
Now, f +g 2 Fk has poles only within the interior of F , while g 2M !k has poles only at the
cusp. Exploiting the linearity of the integral functional, we have Lf (s)
reg = Lf+g(sj)reg 
Lg(sj)reg. If the regularization prescription in Lemma 2.2 worked to regularize the L-
integral for f 2M !k, then we would have Lf (sj; )reg equal to a sum of integrals that are
regular and convergent as !1 and ! 0. This would extend Lemma 2.3 to all f 2 Fk.
Yet, when f 2 Fk has poles at cusps, there are a nite number of terms in Lf (sj; )reg
from the leading polar powers of q in the q-series that diverge at the upper end of integration
as  (s; 2n) as  ! 1. Thus, as it stands, the regularization only applies to f 2 Fk
that are regular at cusps. We briey comment on several aspects of our regularization
procedure:
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1. Another contour  between i0+ and i1 would dene another Lf (s)reg . If f has a
nite number of poles \between"  and the Im()-axis, then Lf (s)
reg
  Lf (s)reg dier
by a nite sum of residues. Residues of poles to left and right of the Im()-axis have
opposite signs. See sections 2.4 and 5 for more discussion of path dependence.
2. The contour-regularization of the pole at the cusp in our proof of Lemma 2.2 is dis-
tinguished from the regularization in [3{5]. Here, they deformed (f()   cf (0)) !
(f()  cf (0))e2Im(). When f 2M !k, the -regularized L-functions can be analyt-
ically continued to  = 0. We regularize our L-functions by contour-deformation so
that we could more easily discuss the case where f 2 Fk may have poles within F .
3. Unfortunately, the regularization prescriptions here and in [4] are in tension with each
other: once the integrand is non-holomorphic then the Cauchy residue theorem no
longer applies. Non-holomorphic deformations are central to [4], where they dene
Lf (s)
reg for f 2 M !k with poles at cusps. Residue theorems are central for our
approach, where we dene Lf (s)
reg for f 2 Fk with poles away from cusps.
4. The conventional denition, Lf (s) =
R1
0 dt t
s 1 (f(it)   cf (0)), can be extended to
nontrivial integrands in many ways. For instance, we could dene Lf (s)
reg
 by the
non-holomorphic integral
R
 dt t
s 1 (f()   cf (0)), where t = Im(), or we could
regularize the poles by a non-holomorphic deformation of the integrand.
5. Dening Lf (s)
reg as a meromorphic integrand integrated along contours that pass to
both sides of the Im()-axis gives an unambiguous denition of the regulated integrals
that occur when poles lie along the Im()-axis. By using contour-deformations and
residue theorems, we obtain uniquely dened, concrete, and well-behaved expressions
for Lf (s)
reg = reg
R1
0 dt t
s 1(f(it)  cf (0)) for f 2 Fk that are regular at cusps.
In section 2.3 we give explicit formulae for Lf (s)
reg analogous to the sum over incomplete
gamma functions and q-series coecients in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, when f 2 Fk is regular at
cusps. Before this, in section 2.2 we discuss the lockstep relationship between exponential
growth of the q-series coecients of f 2 Fk and the locations of its poles within F .
2.2 Poles and exponential growth
We now show the relationship between the location of the poles of f 2 Fk and the expo-
nential growth of its q-series coecients. To start, let bRp : F (1)! F (1) denote a linear
operator that projects onto the subspace of functions that are regular at p. To explicitly
dene it, write f() =
P
n2Z rf;p(n)(   p)n for the Laurent series expansion of f in a
(suciently small) deleted neighborhood of p, and set
rf;p(m) :=
( 2i)m
(m  1)! rf;p( m) (2.18)
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for m > 0. We dene bRP , and the related bPp : F (1)! F (1), asbPpf() := X
m>0
rf;p(m) Li1 m
 
e(   p)

;
bRpf() := (I   bPp)f() ; (2.19)
where Lis(z) :=
P
n>0 z
nn s is the polylogarithm function with order s. Note that the
summation in (2.19) is nite since rf;p(n) = 0 for n  0. If f is regular at p, so that
rf;p(n) = 0 for n < 0, then
bRpf = f . When m is a positive integer, as z ! 0 we have
Li1 m(e(z)) =
(m  1)!
( 2iz)m +
1X
`=0
(1 m  `)
( 1)m `! ( 2iz)
` : (2.20)
Lemma 2.4. For p 2 H and f 2 F (1) the function bRpf is regular at p.
Proof. If f is regular at p then bRpf = f and the claim is true. Otherwise, combin-
ing (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) we see that
( bPpf)() = X
m>0
rf;p( m)(   p) m +O(   p) (2.21)
as  ! p. The estimate (2.21) holds with f in place of bPpf if we also replace O(   p)
with O(1), so ( bRpf)() = f()  ( bPpf)() = O(1) as  ! p.
Observe that if X is any compact subset of H then, since any f 2 F (1) has only nitely
many poles p 2 X, we obtain a well-dened projection operator bRX : F (1) ! F (1) by
setting bRX := I   bPX where
( bPXf)() := X
p2X
X
m>0
rf;p(m) Li1 m (e(   p)) ; (2.22)
and the functions in the image of bRX are regular in X. In what follows we consider the
set VY dened by the real number 0 < Y <1:
VY :=

 2 V j  1
2
 Re() < 1
2
; Im()  Y

 V (2.23)
When Y is a nite and positive real number, X = VY is a rectangular subset of V , and we
dene bRY f and bPY f to respectively be bRVY f and bPVY f .
Now consider f 2 F (1), and note that the imaginary parts of the poles of f are
bounded. The next lemma explains how the maximum of these imaginary parts bounds
the growth of the Fourier coecients of f :
Lemma 2.5. Let f 2 F (1) and choose t0 2 R so that no pole of f has imaginary part
greater than t0. Then cf (n)e
 2tn ! 0 as n!1 when t > t0.
Proof. By Parseval's identity we have thatZ 1
2
  1
2
djf( + it)j2 =
X
n
cf (n)e 2tn2 (2.24)
converges for any t > t0. The claim follows.
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Next we verify a converse to Lemma 2.5, showing that the coecients of f 2 F (1)
grow exponentially when f has poles in H.
Lemma 2.6. Let f 2 F (1), let t0 be the maximal imaginary part of a pole of f , and let
m0 be the maximal order of a pole of f with maximal imaginary part. Then there exists a
constant C > 0 such that jcf (n)j > Cnm0 1e2nt0 for innitely many positive integers n.
Proof. Let t0 and m0 be as in the statement of the lemma, and let 0 be a pole of f with
Im(0) = t0 and rf;0( m0) 6= 0 and rf;0(n) = 0 for n <  m0. Set g() := bR0f . Then
we have cg(n) = cf (n) Cm0nm0 1e 2in0 where Cm0 = ( 2i)
m0
(m0 1)! rf;0( m0). Now g() is
regular at  = 0, so the Fourier series g() =
P
cg(n)e
2in converges absolutely at  = 0,
so jcg(n)je 2nt0 ! 0 as n ! 1. In particular, for any  > 0 we have  > jcg(n)je 2nt0
for n suciently large. Take C = 12Cm0 and  =
1
2C.
If jcf (n)j  Cnm0 1e2nt0 for suciently large n then we have
1
2
C > jcf (n)  2Cnm0 1e 2in0 je 2nt0
 (2Cnm0 1e2nt0   jcf (n)j)e 2nt0
 Cnm0 1
(2.25)
for n suciently large. This is a contradiction, so we must have jcf (n)j > Cnm0 1e2nt0
for innitely many positive integers n.
Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 establish a direct correspondence between f 2 F (1) having
poles of order-m at p and terms in its q-series that exponentially as n
m 1(e 2ip)n. We
will nd it useful to associate every function f 2 F (1) with two positive real numbers,
which we denote U and D and dene as follows:
D := min
n
Im() j 1=f() = 0 ; Im() 
p
3=2
o
2 R ; (2.26)
U := max
n
Im() j 1=f() = 0 ; Im() 
p
3=2
o
2 R : (2.27)
The bound of U;D  p3=2 ultimately comes from the fact that if  2 F , then Im() 
p
3
2 .
This bound on D, together with Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6, implies the following result:
Proposition 2.7. Let f 2 Fk have a pole of order p > 0 within H away from the cusp. Then
there exist real numbers t 
p
3
2 and C > 0 such that the cf (n) in f() =
P
n cf (n)q
n obey
Cnp 1e+2nt  jcf (n)j  e2n(t+) for innitely many positive integers n, for every  > 0.
Proof. If f 2 Fk has an order-p pole at  = s + it 6= i1 for t > 0 and s; t 2 R, then
Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 imply that a real number C > 0 exists, such that the q-series
coecients cf (n) are bounded by Cn
p 1e+2nt  jcf (n)j  e2n(t+) for every  > 0. As f is
modular, it has at least one pole within F . Hence there is an order-p pole with t 
p
3
2 .
Consider B 2 R and 0 < B  D, and f 2 Fk. Every pole of f within F is captured inbPBf 2 F (1). The order-M pole at  ! 1 is captured in bRBf . The q-series coecients
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of bRBf , which we denote, cRf (njB), are bounded by
bRBf() = 1X
n=1
cRf (njB)qn ; Cnmf 1e+2n(B;f) < jcRf (njB)j < e+2n((B;f)+) ; (2.28)
where  is any positive non-zero number, mf is maximum pole-order of the pole below yet
nearest to the line Im(f ) < B, and (B; f) is the imaginary part of the pole(s) in f with
maximal imaginary part that lie below the strip VB. It is dened by
(B; f) := maxfIm() j  2 V ; 0 = 1=f() ;  62 VBg: (2.29)
Note that 0 <  < B. Thus, there exist  > 0 such that  < +  < B.
2.3 The regularized L-function
We now write explicit expressions for Lf (s)
reg when f 2 Fk. Recall D in eq. (2.26) and let
B  D. Dene B (; ) to be the part of (; ) above or below the line Im() = B, and
dene S+B (; ) to be the (orientation-reversed) S-image of 
 
B (; ). Hence,
Lemma 2.8. Because f( 1=) = kf(), Lf (sj; )reg can be rewritten as
Lf (sj; )reg =
1
2
X

cf (0)
Z
 B (;)
d


i
s 
i
k s
(2.30)
+
1
2
X

 Z
+B (;)
d


i
s  
f() cf (0)

+
Z
S+B (;)
d


i
k s
ik
 
f() cf (0)
!
:
Proof. We prove the Lemma by identical steps to those in the proof of Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.9. If Re(s) > 0 and Re(s  k) > 0, then independent of  it follows that
lim
!1
1
2
X

cf (0)
Z
 B (;)
d


i
s   ik 
i
k s
=  cf (0)

Bs
s
+ ik
Bs k
k   s

: (2.31)
Proof. This identity follows exactly as in the proofs of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2.
Let U , D and  be as dened in eqs. (2.26), (2.27), and (2.29) and choose B < D
such that it is not equal to the imaginary part of any pole of f . This is important in
Lemma 2.13, where we explicitly integrate  s 1Li N (e( p)) along the contours +B (; )
and S B (; ).
After evaluating the constant term in Lemma 2.9, the remaining part of Lf (sj; )reg
is a nontrivial integral over contours contained within VB. We partition this nontrivial
integral into a part that is regular within the strip VB (but contains poles at 1) and a
part which contains all of the poles of f within VB. Our partitioning involves the following
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integrals:
LRf (sj; jB)reg :=
Z
+B (;)
d


i
s
( bRBf() cf (0))
+
Z
S+B (;)
d


i
k s
ik( bRBf() cf (0)) ; (2.32)
LPf (sj; jB)reg :=
Z
+B (;)
d


i
s
( bPBf())+Z
S+B (;)
d


i
k s
ik( bPBf()) : (2.33)
Note: while Lf (sj; ) does not depend on B, intermediate terms do depend on B.
Lemma 2.10. Let f 2 Fk be regular at cusps. For every  > U , and B  D, the nontrivial
integral in Lf (sj; ) is equal to the sum
P

1
2
 
LRf (sj;jB) + LPf (sj;jB)

.
Proof. For any X, bRXf() = (1  bPX)f(). Thus, the integrands and the contours of these
convergent integrals match.
Lemma 2.11. Let f 2 Fk be regular at cusps, and let  > U . Then,
LRf (sj; jB)reg =
Z 
B
dt
t
ts( bRBf(it) cf (0))+Z 
1=B
dt
t
tk s ik ( bRBf(it) cf (0)) (2.34)
lim
!1
LRf (sj; jB)reg =
X
n 6=0
cRf (njB)

 (s;2nB)
(2n)s
+ik
 (k s;2n=B)
(2n)k s

(2.35)
where cRf (njB) are the q-series coecients of bRBf(), whose growth is bounded by
jcRf (njB)je2( B)n ! 0 for some  > 0. This sum converges absolutely.
Proof. To show eq. (2.34), note that bRBf() explicitly lacks poles in VB, that LRf (sj; jB)
depends only on the end-points of the contour, and that all of the relevant contours are
contained within VB. So we may replace the contours with contours along the vertical axis.
To show eq. (2.35), we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 and commute the q-series
sum with the integral at nite . This is possible because the integrals converge at nite
. Recall that by Lemmas 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 we know that there exists an  > 0 such that
q-series coecients cRf (njB) of bRBf() are bounded by e 2nBjcRf (njB)j  e 2n. Thus,Z 
B
dt
t
ts( bRBf(it) cf (0)) = Z 
B
dt
t
ts
X
n 6=0
cRf (njB)e 2ntB =
X
n 6=0
cRf (njB)
Z 
B
dt
t
tse 2ntB
=
X
n 6=0
cRf (njB)

 (s;2nB)
(2n)s
  (s;2n)
(2n)s

: (2.36)
Because  (s; 2n)  e 2n(2n)s 1,  (s; 2n)jcRf (njB)j decays as (e 2)n(2n)s 1 for
0 <   B   , where B    > 0 by eq. (2.29). The sum-representation of the other
integral,
R
dik(=i)k s 1( bRBf() cf (0)), converges because  (k s; 2n=B)jcRf (njB)j 
e 2n(2n)k s 1. Thus, the two sums exponentially converge for any s 2 C. Finally,
noting cRf (njB) (; 2n)=(2n) ! 0 as !1 for nite  2 C proves eq. (2.35).
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Lemma 2.12. Let f 2 Fk, and let  > U . Then
LPf (sj; jB)reg =
X
P2WB
X
m>0
X

1
2
Z
+B (;)
rf;P (m)
d


i
s
Li1 m
 
e( P )

(2.37)
+
X
P2WB
X
m>0
X

1
2
Z
+B (;)
rf;P (m)
d


i
k s
ik Li1 m
 
e( P )

:
Proof. The proof follows directly from the denition of the function bPBf() 2 F (1).
Explicit results for Lf (s)
reg come from evaluating the integral of (=i) 1Li N (e(  
p)) along the contour 
+
(S)B(; ) as !1 and then as ! 0, for  = s and  = k   s.
This is unambiguous when p is o the imaginary- axis. However, when f 2 Fk has poles
at imaginary values, p = iy, we must be more careful. Here we begin by dening
IN (s; yj; jB) :=
X

1
2
Z
+B (;)
d


i
s 1
Li N (e(   iy)) : (2.38)
This is unambiguous and nite for any value of  y and for any value of  6= 0.
By holomorphy, IN (y; sj; jB) depends only on the sign of . When t  y,
jLi N (e2(y t+i)j = O(e 2t), and we may safely take  ! 1. The resulting nite inte-
gral, IN (s; yjjB) := lim!1 IN (s; yj; jB), depends only on the sign of . More precisely,
IN (s; yj+ jB)  IN (s; yj   jB) = Res(N; s; iy) ; (2.39)
where Res(N; s; iy) is the residue of  i(=i)s 1Li N (e(iy   )). Explicitly, it is given by:
Res(N; s; z) =
I
d


i
s
Li N (e(   z)) =
 
s  1
N
!
( P )s 2 N !
(2iP )N+1
: (2.40)
Note that each integral
P
 IN (s; yj  jB) is separately nite. We now dene,
IN (s; yjB) := lim
!0
X

1
2
IN (s; yj  jB) : (2.41)
We may have well-dened expressions for the integrals in eq. (2.37) for any P 2 VB.
Lemma 2.13. Let Im(p) = y 6= B. Then IN (s; ipjB) as dened above equals
( 1)
(2)N
1X
n=1
`n( ipjB)
(2n)s N
; `n( ipjB) =
(
e i(1+2np)  (s;+2nB); Im(p) < B;
e+i(s N+2np)  (s; 2nB); Im(p) > B:
(2.42)
Proof. The essence of the proof comes from evaluating IN (s; ipjD) when the pole p = iy
is on the Im()-axis. There are only two cases to consider: when y < B and when y > B.
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When y < B, there is no pole along the Im()-axis and we may write,Z 1
B
dt
t
ts Li N (e2(y t)) =
Z t=1
t=B
dt
t
ts
1X
n=1
e2n(y t)
n N
=
1
(2)N
1X
n=1
e2ny  (s; 2nB)
(2n)s N
;
(2.43)
which converges because e2ny (s; 2nB)  e2n(y B)=(2n)s 1 exponentially decays.
When y > B, then we may break-up the contour into three pieces +B (;) :=
1 [ 2 [ 3, where 1 := [B; y   ], 2 := fy   ei j  2 (0; )g and 3 := [y + ;),
in the limit where  ! 1. As emphasized above, we dene IN (s; yjB) as the average of
the contour integrals along +B (;), which are each separately nite and well-dened.
Now, each contour circles the pole at  = iy by an angle of . Averaging over contours
+B (;) thus counts the residue at  = iy exactly +12   12 = 0 times. Because of this,
we can safely evaluate IN (s; yjB) by considering the integral evaluated at the end-points
t = B and at t = 1. Further, because Li N (e 2t) = O(e 2t) as t ! 1, we know that
the integral evaluated at the upper bound of the integration contour vanishes.
So we are left with the problem of evaluating the integral at the lower end-point t = B.
To compute this, we note that when N is a positive integer, we have
Li N (x) = ( 1)N+1Li N (1=x) : (2.44)
This allows us to rewrite the integral evaluated at the lower end-point t = B as,Z
t=B
dt
t
tsLi N (e2(y t)) = ( 1)N+1
Z
t=B
dt
t
tsLi N (e2(t y)) (2.45)
= ( 1)N+1
Z
t=B
dt
t
ts
1X
n=1
(e2(t y))n
n N
(2.46)
= ( 1)N+1
1X
n=1
e 2ny
n N
Z
t=B
dt
t
tse2nt (2.47)
= ( 1)N+1
1X
n=1
e 2ny
n N
1
( 2n)s
Z
T= 2nB
dT
T
T se T (2.48)
=
1X
n=1
e 2ny
n N
 (s; 2nB)
( 2n)s =
1X
n=1
e 2ny
n N
 (s; 2nB)
(2n)s
: (2.49)
Thus, because y > B, we have e 2nyj (s; 2nB)j  e 2n(y B)=(2n)s 1 for n  1.
Thus this sum converges exponentially quickly for generic nite s 2 C. We nish the proof
by noting that the above manipulations apply equally well to p = iy + x when x 6= 0.
Theorem 2.14. Let f 2 Fk be regular at cusps, and let B, cRf (njB),  (s; x), p, VB,
rf;P (m), and IN (s; zjA) as dened above. Then the L-integral that yields the L-function is
Lf (s)
reg = cf (0)

Bs
s
+
ik Bs k
k s

+
X
n 6=0
cRf (njB)

 (s;2nB)
(2n)s
+ik
 (k s;2n=B)
(2n)k s

+
X
p2VB
X
m>0
rf;P (m)

I(m 1;s; ipjB)+ikI(m 1;k s; ipj1=B)

: (2.50)
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Proof. In Lemma 2.3, we dened Lf (s)
reg as the !1 and ! 0 limit of the average of
the integrals over contours that begin at  = i= and end at  = i and pass just  the left,
and just  the right, of poles on the imaginary- axis. Each integral converges, and yields
a nite result at xed  > U and  6= 0, and each has a nite limit as !1 and ! 0.
Then in Lemma 2.8, we split-up each of individual contour into a sum of three terms:
two contour integrals with integrands (=i) 1(f() cf (0)), and two contour integrals with
integrands (=i) 1cf (0), where  = s and  = k   s. In Lemma 2.9, we showed that the
integral over (=i) 1cf (0) yields the polar terms in Lf (s)
reg given by  cf (0)(Bss +ik B
s k
k s ).
Following this, in Lemma 2.10, we split-up the integral over the nontrivial contours,
which are entirely contained in the strip VB  V into two pieces. One piece is regular within
VB but contains poles at cusps whose two integrands are proportional to bRBf()  cf (0).
The other piece is regular at the cusp but has poles within VB whose two integrands
are proportional to bPBf(). We call these terms LRf (sj; jB)reg and LPf (sj; jB)reg,
respectively.
By appealing to the q-series growth bounds in Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 and Proposi-
tion 2.7 and to Lemma 2.2, we showed that the bRBf()  cf (0) integrals equal the sumsX
n 6=0
cRf (njB)

 (s; 2nB)
(2n)s
+ ik
 (k   s; 2n=B)
(2n)k s

; (2.51)
which converge exponentially quickly for nite s 2 C. In Lemmas 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13 we
found explicit expressions for IN ( ip; sjB), the integrals within bPBf().
Combining these results yields eq. (2.50) and completes the proof of the Theorem.
This has an important Corollary:
Corollary 2.15. If Lf (s)
reg is as dened Theorem 2.14, then Lf (s)
reg = ikLf (k   s)reg.
Proof. To prove this, it is instructive to rst restrict our attention to the case where
f 2 Mk. Here, Lf (sj; )reg is manifestly independent of B [4]: when f 2 Mk, B simply
amounts to a turning-point where the contour (; ) is inected to the contour B(; ) :=
+B (; ) [ S+B (; ). Thus, when evaluating Lf (sj; )reg we inect around B, and when
evaluating Lf (k sj; )reg we inect around 1=B. The results for Lf (s)reg and Lf (k s)reg
are each given wholly by terms in the rst line of eq. (2.50), and are identical up to the
overall factor ik. (See similar analysis in [4] for Lf (s)
reg when f 2M !k.)
This procedure holds for f 2 Fk: we dene Lf (sj; )reg by inecting around Im() =
B, and writing (the nontrivial part of) Lf (sj; )reg in terms of contour integrals along
B(; ) = 
+
B (; )[S+B (; ). We then split-up the integral into the sum of two integrals,
whose integrands are (=i)s 1( bRBf()  cf (0)) and (=i)s 1 bPBf(). These integrands are
dened by the property that all poles \below"  = i1 and above the line at Im() = B
are projected out of bRBf and are entirely contained in bPBf . We call the corresponding
integrated expressions, respectively, LRf (sj; jB)reg and LPf (sj; jB)reg.
The key point here is that regardless of reecting about the line Im() = 1=B
or Im() = B, to obtain convergent expressions for the integrals LRf (sj; jB)reg and
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LPf (sj; jB)reg we must project-out all poles above the lowest of the two lines Im() = B
or Im() = 1=B.
We now obtain Lf (k  sj; )reg in a form that directly compares with Lf (s)reg in the
following way. We preform the same procedure on Lf (k sj; )reg, save that we now reect
the contour (; ) about the line Re() = 1=B. Now, we project-out all of the poles of f
that lie below the lowest of the two lines Im() = B or Im() = 1=B, to obtain the two
integrands (=i)k s 1( bRBf()   cf (0)) and (=i)k s 1 bPBf(). These integrands match
those in Lf (sj; ) above, save with s! k  s and the inection-point reversed B ! 1=B.
Evaluating the integral for Lf (k   sj; ) in this way yields expressions identical to those
in eq. (2.50), save with s ! k   s and B ! 1=B, just as for the above special case where
f 2 M !k. Similarly, just as for the special case where f 2 M !k, each pair of terms within
(Lf (s)
reg; Lf (k   s)reg) exactly match, save with a relative factor of ik between them.
Corollary 2.16. Suppose f 2 Fk. According to the denition of Lregf (s) in Theorem 2.14,
lim
s!0
Lregf (s) =  c(0) (1  k;0) ; (2.52)
lim
s!k
Lregf (s) =
(
0 ; k < 0
divergent ; k > 0
; (2.53)
lim
s!N
Lregf (s) =
(
0 ; k  0 ; N 2 fk + 1; : : : ; 1g
nite ; k > 0 ; N 2 f1; : : : ; k   1g
: (2.54)
Proof. Special values of Lf (s)
reg within the critical strip, s 2 [0; k], for f 2 Fk are given
by eq. (2.50). When f 2 F0, then by Theorem 2.14 the residues of the polar terms
Bs
s + i
k Bs k
k s in L

f (s)
reg cancel exactly. Thus, eqs. (2.52), (2.53), and (2.54) collapse to a
single evaluation,
lim
s!0
(2)s
 (s)
Lf (s)
reg

k=0
= lim
s!0
(2)s
 (s)

 c(0)

Bs
s
+ i0
Bs 0
0  s

+O(s0)

= 0 : (2.55)
However when f 2 Fk for k 6= 0, the two polar terms do not cancel, thus:
lim
s!0
(2)s
 (s)
Lf (s)
reg

k 6=0
= lim
s!0
(2)s
 (s)

 c(0)B
s
s
+O(s0)

=  c(0) : (2.56)
Together, eqs. (2.55) and (2.56) establish the claim in eq. (2.52) for every k, and establish
eqs. (2.53) and (2.54) for k = 0. We now show eqs. (2.53) and (2.54) for k 6= 0.
We now consider k < 0. Here, integers in the critical strip are N 2 fk; k+1; : : : ; 1; 0g.
Importantly,  (s) has a pole at each of these critical values of s. Therefore,
lim
s!k
(2)s
 (s)
Lf (s)
reg

k<0
= lim
s!k
(2)s
 (s)

 c(0) i
k Bs k
k   s +O((s  k)
0)

= 0 ; (2.57)
lim
s!N
(2)s
 (s)
Lf (s)
reg

k<0
= lim
s!N
(2)s
 (s)
O((s N)0)	 = 0 : (2.58)
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We now consider k > 0. Here, the integers in the critical strip are N 2 f0; 1; : : : ; k   1; kg.
Importantly,  (s) is regular at each of these critical values of s. So,
lim
s!k
(2)s
 (s)
Lf (s)
reg

k>0
= lim
s!k
(2)s
 (s)

 c(0) i
k Bs k
k   s +O((s  k)
0)

= divergent ; (2.59)
lim
s!N
(2)s
 (s)
Lf (s)
reg

k>0
= lim
s!N
(2)s
 (s)
O((s N)0)	 = nite : (2.60)
This shows eqs. (2.53) and (2.54) for k > 0 and nishes the proof.
2.4 Numerics, polar Rademacher sums, path dependence, and poles at cusps
In this section, we briey comment on several aspects of our denition of L-functions for
meromorphic modular forms, before moving on to applications. First, we discuss writing
meromorphic modular forms in terms of a Rademacher sum over polar terms and the
related issue of numerical evaluations of our L-functions. Second, we discuss ambiguities
in our L-functions which arise when poles cross the integration contour, and whether this
aects the special values of Lregf (s) in Theorem 2.14 and Corollary 2.16.
The pole-subtraction procedure used to dene bRBf and bPBf is extremely simple when
f 2 Fk has negative-denite weight, k < 0. When k < 0, then meromorphic modular
forms can be written as a convergent sum over non-positive weight polylogarithms that
have poles at all distinct modular images of all of the poles of f . For example, as Hardy
and Ramanujan showed [15] that 1=E6() can be written in the following way:
1
E6()
=
X
2 = 1
Res(i)
(c(i) + d)8
Li0

e

   a(i) + b
c(i) + d

=
1X
n=0
D(n)qn ; (2.61)
where   := SL2(Z), and Res(i) is the residue of 1=E6() on the pole at  = i. Crucially,
the q-series coecients for 1=E6() increase exponentially, as
D(n) =
X
(c;d)=1
Res(i)
(c+ di)8
e

 ai+ b
ci+ d

= Res(i)
X
(c;d)
D(c;d)(n)
(c; d)4
e2n=(c;d) ; (2.62)
where the rst sum is over all coprime integers (c; d) = 1, and the second sum is over the
related quantity  = c2 + d2. For a xed coprime pair (c; d) there is a pair of elements of
 = 1 given by  =
 a b
c d

, which yield D(c;d)(n):
D(c;d)(n) :=
1
2
X


c di
c di
4
e (Im((i))) : (2.63)
More generally, when f 2 Fk has a single simple pole within the fundamental domain,
p 2 F , then it can be written similarly as a kind of Rademacher sum over Li0(e(   p)):
f() =
X
2 = 1
Res(p)
(cp + d)2 k
Li0

e

   ap + b
cp + d

(2.64)
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This has been widely extended to meromorphic modular forms for k < 0 in [16{20] that
have multiple poles within F of arbitrary order.
In this context, the pole-subtraction procedure used to dene bRBf and bPBf is particu-
larly simple to implement. When the general results of [19, 20] apply, we obtain rapidly con-
vergent expressions for cRf (njB) by simply deleting terms from poles above the Im() = B
line. Our ability to numerically evaluate Lf (s)
reg, as dened in Theorem 2.14, appear to
depend crucially on having Rademacher-like sums for meromorphic modular forms f 2 Fk.
However, when k = 0, then sums akin to eq. (2.64) do not converge absolutely and do
not reproduce meromorphic modular functions without modication. When k > 0 then
these sum no longer converge absolutely; when k  1 they do not converge at all. In the ab-
sence of convergent Rademacher-sums over polar q-series terms, such as Li1 p(e(   p)),
for k  0, then it is less obvious how to write convergent expressions for the cRf (njD) in the
pole-subtracted sums that we take to dene the regularized L-function for generic meromor-
phic modular forms. We know of one example where this has been explicitly done for k > 0:
when k = 2, Bringmann et al. [21] build on the work of Bruinier et al. [22] and explicitly
construct sums of this sort for weight-two quasimodular forms, given by @ log f for some
modular form f . We expect numerically evaluate our expressions for Lf (s) when f 2 Fk to
be crucially tied to the existence of convergent sums such as in [21] when f 2 Fk for k  0.
We now briey discuss the path-(in)dependence of our result for Lf (s)
reg when f 2 Fk.
Our denition of Lf (s)
reg hinged on writing f 2 Fk as the sum f = bRBf + bPBf . HerebRBf is regular in the vertical strip VB, and bPBf contains every pole of f in VB. We then
integrated f = bRBf + bPBf along the Im()-axis, from  = i0+ to  = i1. Now, precisely
because f has poles within F , this denition is path-dependent.
Had we dened the L-function by a dierent path , denoted Lf (s)
reg
 , we would have
Lf (s)
reg
 =
Z

d


i
s
(f()  cf (0)) = Lf (s)reg + 2i
NX
i=1
(i)Res(mi; s; i) ; (2.65)
where mi is the pole-order, Res(mi; s; i) is the residue at i in Eq, (2.40), and (i) = 1
tracks if the pole i, which lies between  and the Im()-axis, is to the right or left of the
axis. In this sense, the L-functions depend explicitly on path.
Similarly, consider a continuous family of meromorphic modular forms indexed by
the location of one of their poles, z. When we smoothly send z to z for  2 SL2(Z), the
contour integral that denes Lf (s)
reg will acquire residues corresponding to how many times
images of the pole at z cross the vertical Im()-axis. These additional pieces resemble the
discontinuities in theta-decompositions of meromorphic Jacobi forms in [23, 24], and could
thus also represent interesting wall-crossing phenomena. However, any concrete connection
to wall-crossing would be highly premature at this stage.
Importantly, these additional contributions do not have any poles at nite values of
s 2 C. Hence, they do not change the residues at the poles 1=s and 1=(k   s) in Lf (s)reg.
Therefore, the special values discussed in Corollary 2.16 are insensitive to this ambiguity.
Because the main results in sections 3 and 4 that we derive from our L-functions for f 2 Fk
come from these special values, they are not sensitive to this ambiguity.
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Finally, we reiterate that Lf (s)
reg applies to f 2 Fk that are regular at cusps. This is
complimentary to, but does not directly extend or generalize, the results in [4, 5] where they
dene Lf (s)
reg for f 2M !k, which have poles exclusively at cusps. However, as commented
in the proof of Lemma 2.2, up to a nite number of divergent terms in the innite sum in
eq. (2.13), the results in eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) exactly their results. It will be important
to fuse these two results, and dene regularized L-integrals and L-functions for all f 2 Fk.
3 Special values of regularized L-functions
This section has two principal components. The rst part is in sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
The second part is in section 3.4. Throughout this section,   := SL2(Z).
In sections 3.1{3.3 we present one of the main results of this paper, which concerns
L-functions for weight-two meromorphic modular forms d 2 F2,
d() = H(d) +
1X
n=1
tn(d)q
n 2 F2 ; (3.1)
where H(d) is the Hurwitz class-number, and that counts the number of distinct quadrat-
ics with negative discriminant  d = 4ac   b2 > 0, and tn(d) is the trace of the unique
modular function Jn() = 1=q
n +O(q) 2M !0 over CM-points of a quadratic with negative
discriminant  d, and d  0; 3 (mod 4). Evaluating the L-function of d() at s = 0 gives
a sum-rule that relates the traces over singular moduli and the Hurwitz class numbers,
lim
s!0
Lregd (s) =  H(d) = reg
1X
n=1
tn(d) ; (3.2)
where \reg" denotes regularization via L-function. This relationship between the Hurwitz
class numbers and traces of singular moduli is new: it rests upon the L-functions for
meromorphic modular forms dened in section 2. Later on, in section 4, we relate the
special values in sections 3.1 and 3.2 to novel statements about Casimir energies, central
charges, and a new reection-symmetry, for special two-dimensional conformal eld theories
(CFTs). Finally, in section 3.3, we show an amusing way to calculate Hurwitz class-numbers
via bounding the exponential growth of traces of singular moduli as a function of d.
Then, in section 3.4, we study a subset of meromorphic modular forms that vanish
identically as  ! i0+. We relate these results to the special values in Corollary 2.16 of
Theorem 2.14, at negative integer values of s and at s = 0. Each result has the interpre-
tation as the sum of exponentially diverging sequences of numbers. Where they overlap,
they agree perfectly. We view this as a check on the consistency Lregf (s) when f 2 Fk.
3.1 Traces of singular moduli and the Hurwitz class numbers
One of our main applications of our L-functions concerns a new relationship between the
number of  -inequivalent quadratics with a xed negative discriminant,  d, and the regu-
larized sum of traces of modular functions,
Jm() =
1
qm
+
1X
n=1
cm(n)q
n 2M !0 ; (3.3)
when traced over solutions to  -inequivalent quadratics with negative discriminant  d.
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To begin, we dene  d to be the negative discriminant of a quadratic operator,
Q(X;Y ) = aX2 + bXY + cY 2, where a; b, and c are all integers. Here,  d = 4ac   b2.
Further, we dene the CM point Q to be a solution of a given quadratic with negative
discriminant  d such that
Q :=
 b ipd
2a
; Q(1; Q) = 0 ; Q 2 Qd=  ; Q 2 F : (3.4)
In eq. (3.4), we called the space of quadratics with negative discriminant  d by the name
Qd. We now associate the number wQ to each distinct quadratic with discriminant  d,
wQ :=
8>><>>:
3 ; Q(X;Y ) = a(X2 +XY + Y 2) ;
2 ; Q(X;Y ) = a(X2 + Y 2) ;
1 ; otherwise :
(3.5)
Summing over all wQ for the nite sum Q 2 Qd=  gives Hurwitz class numbers in eq. (3.1):
H(d) :=
X
Q2Qd= 
1
wQ
: (3.6)
Weighting each term in the sum by the value of Jm() at the unique root/CM-point Q 2 F
of the quadratic Q 2 Qd= , then we obtain the traces of singular moduli tn(d):
tn(d) :=
X
Q2Qd= 
1
wQ
Jn(Q) : (3.7)
Finally, we dene the dth Hilbert class polynomial as,
Hd(X) :=
Y
Q2Qd= 
(X   j(Q))1=wQ ; (3.8)
where j() := J1() + 744. It is straightforward to show that,
Hd(j()) = q H(d)(1  t1(d)q +O(q2)) (3.9)
In [2], Zagier noted that this follows directly from the denitions and noted that
d() :=
1
2i
d
d
log
 Hd(j()) = 1
2i
X
Q2Qd= 
1
wQ
j0()
j()  j(Q) 2 F2 ; (3.10)
is the generating function of the traces of Jn(), from eq. (3.3), when summed over
all unique roots of distinct quadratics with negative discriminant  d from eq. (3.4).
Concretely,
d() =
X
Q2Qd= 
1
wQ

1 +
1X
n=1
Jn(Q)q
n

= H(d) +
1X
n=1
tn(d)q
n : (3.11)
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Further, in [2], Zagier proved that the Hilbert class polynomials Hd(j()) span a subspace of
meromorphic modular forms that have Borcherds product expansions [25]. The connection
to Borcherds products is a crucial aspect of [2] and of this paper. We will revisit it rst
in section 3.2, and then throughout section 4. However, our current focus is a precise
statement of the special values of the L-function of the generating function for the traces
of singular moduli, Lregd (s).
Using Theorem 2.14 and Corollary 2.16 from section 2, we nd the L-function of d():
Lregd (s) =
(2)s
 (s)

H(d)
2  s  
H(d)
s
+ regular(s)

; for d 6= 0 : (3.12)
Here \regular(s)" refers to the terms in Lf (s)
reg that are nite for nite s 2 C (see Theo-
rem 2.14 for details). Using this L-function, we see immediately
lim
s!0
Lregd (s) = lims!0
(2)s
 (s)

  H(d)
s
+O(s0)

=  H(d) ; (3.13)
lim
s!1
Lregd (s) = lims!1
(2)s
 (s)

O((s  1)0)

= O(1) <1 : (3.14)
Now, if we interpret the special value of Lregd (s) at s = 0 from eq. (3.13) as a sum of traces
of singular moduli of the Jm() at imaginary quadratic points Q with discriminant  d,X
Q2Qd= 
1
wQ

1 + reg
1X
n=1
Jn(Q)

=
X
Q2Qd= 
1
wQ
 
0

= 0 ; (3.15)
then it is a formal relationship between traces of singular moduli and Hurwitz class
numbers.
This relationship between traces of singular moduli and the H(d) is new. It is impor-
tant to note that the location of the simple poles in d() in eq. (3.11) at the points Q in
eq. (3.4), combined with Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, together imply the rened information that
jJn(Q)  (e 2iQ)nj = jJn(Q)  e+n
p
d( 1)nb=2aj < e2n(Im(maxQ)+) ; (3.16)
where max  Q is the rst modular image of Q that is distinct from Q, and   0.
As Im(max  Q) < 1=
p
2, these growth conditions must be less than en
p
2. (See
Theorem 3.1 in section 3.3 for details.) Without L-functions for meromorphic modular
forms, there would be no meaning to this sum of exponentially growing q-series coecients
of d 2 F2. We explore several of consequences of this in section 3.2 and again in section 4.
We now emphasize that the vanishing in eq. (3.15) happens term-by-term in the sum
over Q 2 Qd= . If we dene,
Q() :=
1
wQ

1
2i
j0()
j()  j(Q)

; (3.17)
then linearity of the integral Lf+g(s)
reg = Lf (s)
reg + Lg(s)reg, implies
Lregd (s) =
X
Q2Qd= 
LregQ
(s) : (3.18)
Hence, each LregQ
(s) in the sum over Q 2 Qd=  in eq. (3.18) individually vanishes as s! 0.
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Before moving on to Borcherds products, we give a mnemonic for understanding the
exponential growth of the q-series coecients of d(). By eq. (3.11), we have cd(n) =
tn(d). Now, tn(d) is \mostly" Jn(i
p
d=2 +x), where x = 0 or 1=2 depending on d. Further,
Jn() is \mostly" e
 2in . Thus the dominant contribution to jtn(d)j is \mostly" e+n
p
d.
3.2 Traces of singular moduli and Borcherds products
Traces of singular moduli, and the related Hurwitz class numbers, are famously related
to Borcherds innite product formulas for modular forms. Using this, we reinterpret the
special values of Lregd (s) in section 3.1. This reinterpretation will be of considerable inter-
est in physical applications, when the quantum eld theoretic path integral has an innite
product expansion (with integer exponents). In [2] Zagier proved that the modular poly-
nomials Hd(j()) in eq. (3.6) are an important class of Borcherds products. Recall that
d = 4ac  b2  0; 3 (mod 4). Thus,
Hd(j()) = q H(d)
1Y
n=1
(1  qn)A(n2;d) =
Y
Q2Qd= 
(j()  j(Q))1=wQ ; (3.19)
where A(n2; d) can either be interpreted as c(n2) in the q-series of a particular modular
form fd() that is an element of the Kohnen plus-space of M
!
1=2( 0(4)), or as c(d) in the
q-series of the related particular modular form gn2() 2M !3=2( 0(4)).
The modular forms fd() and gn2() are dened by their modular weight in the sub-
group  0(4) and their q-series growth:8>>>><>>>>:
fd() := q
 d +
1X
n=1
A(n; d)qn 2M !1=2( 0(4)) ;
gn2() := q
 n2   2 
1X
d=1
A(n2; d)qd 2M !3=2( 0(4)) :
(3.20)
The gn2() in eq. (3.20) are a subset of a larger set of weight-3=2 forms,
gD() :=
1
qD
  2S(D) 
1X
d=1
A(D; d)qd 2M !3=2( 0(4)) ; (3.21)
where for D > 0, we have S(D) = 1 when D is a perfect square, and S(D) = 0 otherwise.
The fd() in eq. (3.20) and the gd() in eq. (3.21) considered in [2] have d > 0. Further,
the d = 0 cases of each have prominent locations in classical number theory:
f0() := 1 +
1X
n=1
A(n; 0)qn = 1 +
X
n2Z
qn
2
= () 2M1=2( 0(4)) ; (3.22)
g0() :=   1
12
+
1X
d=1
A(0; d)qd = H(0) +
1X
d=1
H(d)qd =H () 2 fM3=2( 0(4)) ; (3.23)
where H(0) =  1=12 and H () is the holomorphic part of Zagier's weight-3/2 mock
modular form, G^(). In this context, we see that the q-series coecients of the d()s can
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be recast in terms of the q-series coecients of gD() or equivalently of fd():
d() =
1
2i
d
d
log
 Hd(j()) = A(0; d) + 1X
n=1
X
mjn
mA(m2; d)

qn 2 F2 ; (3.24)
where we have written A(0; d) in lieu of H(d). In our context, the special value in eq. (3.13)
equates to the formal sum-rule,
H(d) + lim
s!0
Lregd (s) = A(0; d) + lims!0
1X
n=1
X
mjn
mA(m2; d)

n s = 0 : (3.25)
This formal L-function is structurally identical to a convolution of Dirichlet series. If we
de-convolve this formal expression, then we arrive at the formal identity,
1X
n=1
X
mjn
mA(m2; d)
ns

=
 1X
n=1
A(n2; d)
ns 1
 1X
m=1
1
ms

: (3.26)
Noting that the second factor in eq. (3.26) is simply (s), we can reinterpret the two special
values in eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) as
lim
s!0
Lregd (s) = lims!0
(s)
 1X
n=1
A(n2; d)
ns 1

=  A(0; d) ; (3.27)
lim
s!1
Lregd (s) = lims!1
(s)
 1X
n=1
A(n2; d)
ns 1

= nite <1 : (3.28)
Removing the factor of (s) implies the two formal sum-rules,
lim
s! 1
 1X
n=1
A(n2; d)
ns

= +2A(0; d) ; lim
s!0
 1X
n=1
A(n2; d)
ns

= 0 : (3.29)
This is a new relationship between the q-series coecients of the various gD().
This relationship will be of special use and importance in section 4 where we study
CFTs whose path integrals have Borcherds products. As we show in section 4.2, Casimir
energies for these CFTs are directly analogous to the Hurwitz class numbers, H(d), from
eqs. (3.13) and (3.27). In section 4.3 we comment that both sum-rules in eq. (3.29)
were anticipated by a recently observed symmetry of path integrals in quantum eld
theory [6, 7, 14].
Before concluding, we emphasize that de-convolving the formal Dirichlet series in
eq. (3.25) into the product of formal Dirichlet series in eq. (3.26) is well-motivated on
physical grounds. We discuss the physical basis for this factorization in section 4.2.
3.3 Using Borcherds exponents to count quadratics with discriminant  d
Poles above the Im() =
p
3=2-line correspond to q-series growth in excess of en
p
3, as
proven in Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. Bounding the growth conditions for the Borcherds expo-
nents, A(n2; d), is thus directly sensitive to the unique roots of quadratics with negative
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discriminant  d. Put dierently, bounding the A(n2; d) directly counts the Hurwitz class
numbers, H(d) = A(0; d). We emphasize this fact, even though it lies somewhat outside
the main scope of the paper. It is most ecient to state this result as a Theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Consider the two expressions for d 2 F2 dened in eqs. (3.10) and (3.11).
The q-series coecients ~tn(d) of the pole-subtracted function,
~d() = d() 
X
Q2Qd= 
1
wQ
Li0(e
2i( Q)) =
1X
n=0
~tn(d)q
n ; (3.30)
have exponential growth that is bounded by ~tn(d) < e
n
p
2.
Proof. To begin the proof, we note that the pole-subtraction procedure removes all poles
from d() that lie either within, or on the boundary of, the fundamental domain. However,
d() has an innite number of poles within the strip jRe()j  1=2 that come from the
modular orbits of the nite set of points Q. It is straightforward to show that the maxi-
mum imaginary part of any image of any Q under  , which is neither within the fundamen-
tal domain nor its boundary, is Im(
AQ+B
CQ+D
)  p2=2. This bounds Im(max  Q) <
p
2=2.
To prove the Theorem, we overlay the two expressions for d() in eqs. (3.10) and (3.11):
d() =
1
2i
X
Q2Qd= 
1
wQ
j0()
j()  j(Q) = H(d) +
1X
n=1
td(n)q
n : (3.31)
Now, d() has a unique simple pole with residue 1=wQ for every point Q. Because
d 2 F2, it has poles with unit residues at all modular images of every distinct Q.
Every Q is within the fundamental domain, and hence has Im(Q) > 1=
p
2. By
Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, then the pole-subtracted function,
~d() = d() 
X
Q2Qd= 
1
wQ
Li0(e
2i( Q)) (3.32)
is regular at all points within the fundamental domain, and at all points on its boundary.
So any pole in ~d() has Im() < 1=
p
2. Thus the only source of exponential growth in the
q-series coecients of ~d can come from poles below this line. Thus, j ~Jd(n)j < en
p
2.
Theorem 3.1 gives an alternative way to determine the Hurwitz class-numbers, directly
from the A(n; d): by cancelling the leading growth of the q-series coecients of d().
Subtract-o exponentially growing contributions to the A(n2; d) for any given xed-d, until
growth is bounded by Exp[n
p
2]. The number of terms which must be subtracted before
hitting this bound gives the number of quadratics with negative discriminant  d.
3.4 A consistency condition for Lregf (s)
L-functions associated with modular forms represent a regularization of the formally di-
vergent sum,
P
n c(n)=n
s. In this section, we derive related results for the behavior of
meromorphic modular forms, f =
P
n c(n)q
n, in the limit where q goes to one. To this
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end, we prove Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, which agree with the results from Corollary 2.16.
Specically, Lemma 3.2 applies to the case when f 2 Fk vanishes cusps and has arbitrary
weight, while Lemma 3.3 applies to the case when f 2 Fk is bounded at cusps and has
negative modular weight.
We begin by dening the space of quasimodular meromorphic forms of weight-(k+2)
given by the -fold  -derivative acting on elements of Fk. We denote this space by ~F(k;2):
~F(k;2) :=
( 
1
2i
d
d

f()
 f 2 Fk
)
: (3.33)
Further, we dene the th descendant of a specic f 2 Fk by f () 2 ~F(k;2),
f ()() : =

1
2i
d
d

f() =
X
n
nc(n)qn =
X
m=0
gm() E2()
m ; (3.34)
where gm() 2 Fk+2( m) and E2() is the weight-two quasimodular holomorphic Eisen-
stein series. We now state the rst Lemma:
Lemma 3.2. Suppose f 2 Fk, and f() =
P
n1 c(n)q
n. Then for any k and for every
non-negative integer   0, it follows that
lim
!0
f ()() = lim
q!1
1X
n=1
nc(n)qn = 0 : (3.35)
Proof. First, consider  = 0. Because f =
P
n1 c(n)q
n, we have
lim
!i1
f() = lim
t!1
1X
n=1
c(n)e 2nt = c(1) lim
t!1 e
 2t 1 +O(e 2t) : (3.36)
Because f 2 Fk, we can relate behavior at  ! i1 to behavior at  ! i0+, and have
lim
!i0+
f() = lim
t!1(it)
k
1X
n=1
c(n)e 2nt = ikc(1) lim
t!1 t
ke 2t
 
1 +O(e 2t) = 0 : (3.37)
A crucial point here is that the decay in (3.36) is exponential rather than power-law. Thus,
f() decays exponentially both when  ! i1 and when  ! i0+, regardless of its weight k.
Second, we consider  > 0. When  = 1, it is straightforward to see f (1)() = g0 +
E2g1, where g0 2 Fk+2 and g1 = k12f 2 Fk. Because f vanishes at the cusp, we see that the
product E2f also vanishes at cusps. Therefore, so too must g0. Iterating this implies that
when f 2 Fk vanishes at the cusp, then every  -derivative of f has powers of E2() multi-
plied by modular forms that vanish as e2ni as  ! i1. Thus, if f = O(q) and f 2 Fk, then
f ()() =
X
m=0
gm()E2()
 m ; gm() =
1X
n=1
dm(n)q
n 2 Fk+2m : (3.38)
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This holds for   1. As  ! i0+, f () vanishes as e 2i==k+2. This follows from the
fact that f () decays as e 2j j when  goes to 1. As gm 2 Fk+2m vanishes at q = 0, then
lim
!i1
gm()E2()
 m = lim
t!i1
dm(1)e
 2nt 1 +O(e 2t) = lim
t!i1
dm(1)e
 2nt : (3.39)
Each term gm()E2()
m the expansion of f () in eq. (3.38) exponentially decays when
 ! i1 from eq. (3.39) combines with the quasimodularity of E2() to imply
lim
!i0+
f ()() = lim
!i0+
X
m=0
gm()E2()
 m =
X
m=0
lim
!i1
gm

 1


E2

 1

 m
(3.40)
=
X
m=0
lim
!i1

k+2mgm ()

2E2 ()+
6
i
 m
 lim
t!1 t
k+2e 2t ; (3.41)
which vanishes exponentially quickly for any integer   0. This completes the proof.
Before stating the next Lemma, we pause to focus on a concrete example. Consider
f = 1=E4 2 F 4. Explicit computation shows that for f (), none of the gm()s will vanish
as qx (x > 0) at cusps if   4. Yet, f (5) is a meromorphic form in F+6 that vanishes as qx
(x > 0) at cusps. This is a consequence of Bol's identity [26] (see discussion of eq. (4.14)
in [27]). Thereafter, every gm() that occur in any quasimodular polynomial expansion of
f (> jkj) 2 ~F( jkj;2) will vanish as qx (x > 0) at cusps. Lemma 3.2 thus implies vanishing
of f (> jkj)() when  ! i0+. So:
Lemma 3.3. Suppose f 2 Fk with k  0, and that f() =
P
n0 c(n)q
n. Then for every
non-negative integer 0    jkj=2, and then for every   jkj+ 1, it follows that
lim
q!1
1X
n=1
nc(n)qn = +c(0)k;0;0 : (3.42)
Proof. First, we consider k  0 and  = 0. By assumption, we have,
lim
!i1
f() = c(0) + lim
t!1 c(1)e
 2t(1 +O(e 2t)) : (3.43)
Thus, because k  0 we have,
lim
!i0+
f() = lim
!i1
kf() = lim
t!1 t
 jkj c(0) + c(1)e 2t +O(e 2t) = c(0)k;0 : (3.44)
Second, we consider k  0 and 0 <  < jkj=2. For every  in this range, f ()
is a quasimodular form of negative weight without a constant term. Thus, we may use
modularity to relate the exponential decay of f () as  ! i1 to an exponential decay of
f () as  ! i0+.
Crucially, each term in the polynomial expansion of f () in terms of E2()
mgm()
has negative weight when  < jkj=2. Inspecting examples, however, shows that while
the constant term of f ()() vanishes for  > 0, the individual gm 2 Fk+2( m) do not
vanish at cusps. And so the only way to ensure that the individual terms, E m2 gm, do
not diverge as  ! i0+ is to constrain their quasimodular weight to be negative.
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Now, consider the boundary case  = jkj=2. Here, f () = f (jkj=2) is a meromor-
phic quasimodular form of weight-zero whose q-series that is O(q). Hence, the leading
polynomial divergences from the gmE
m
2 terms cancel when  ! i0+:
lim
!i0+
f (jkj=2)() = lim
!i1
f (jkj=2)

 1


= lim
!i1
jkj=2X
m=0
gm

 1


E2

 1

m
(3.45)
= lim
!i1
jkj=2X
m=0
2m 2mgm ()

E2 () +
6
i
m
(3.46)
= lim
!i1
jkj=2X
m=0
gm ()E2 ()
m +O

1


: (3.47)
Because the leading term is O(0) and the sub-leading terms decay as  ! i1 as e 2j j=
or faster, we may safely focus on the rst term. Now, note that this leading term is simply
equal to f (jkj=2) itself. Further, recall that f (jkj=2) does not have a constant term. Thus,
lim
!i0+
f (jkj=2)() = lim
!i1
jkj=2X
m=0
f (jkj=2)() = lim
!i1
jkj=2X
m=0
c(1)e2i
 
1 +O(e2i ) = 0 : (3.48)
This fails when jkj=2    jkj. When jkj=2    jkj, then the corresponding f () is a
positive weight quasi-modular form. Because the gm() have constant terms, and f
() in
this range has positive weight, we conclude that f () diverges as  ! i0+.
The situation changes when   jkj + 1. Using Bol's identity [26], we conclude that
f (jkj+1) is an exactly modular meromorphic form within Fjkj+2 = Fk+2jkj+2 that lacks a
constant term. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, we can conclude that
lim
!i0+
f ()() = 0 ; (3.49)
whenever   jkj+ 1. This completes the proof.
We now recap. In Corollary 2.16 we derived concrete expressions that stand in for
the L-functions of meromorphic modular forms, at s = 0 and at negative integer values of
s. These L-functions formally represent the nite part of the nowhere convergent object,P
n c(n)=n
s, at these special values. Independently, in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we exploited
modularity to explicitly compute the nite limit of meromorphic modular forms, and their
 -derivatives, when  ! i0+. This gives an independent computation of sums of the form,P
n n
c(n)qn in the limit where q goes to one. Within their regions of overlap, these two
completely independent methods to regularize the sum of q-series coecients are entirely
consistent. This overlap occurs in two situations.
First, in Lemma 3.2 we study the behavior of meromorphic modular forms f 2 Fk
for any k that vanish at cusps, and their meromorphic quasi-modular descendants f () 2
~F(k;2). We show that f
()() vanishes exponentially quickly as  ! i0+ for every integer
  0. When written in terms of the q-series of f (), this amounts to the statement that,
lim
q!1
1X
n=1
nc(n)qn = 0 : (3.50)
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This is consistent with the L-functions of meromorphic modular forms in Corollary 2.16,
lim
s! n
(2)s
 (s)
Lf (s)
reg = 0 ; (3.51)
when c(0) vanishes.
Second, in Lemma 3.3 we study meromorphic modular forms f 2 Fk for k  0, and
their quasi-modular derivatives f () 2 ~F(k;2), that are bounded at cusps. Specically, we
show that when  is sent to i0+, f () 2 ~F(k;2) vanish when  ! i0+ for 0    jkj=2.
These vanishing results match the special values of the L-function of f 2 Fk for k  0,
spelled-out in Corollary 2.16, at integer values of s within the critical strip k  s  0.
Further, by Bol's identity [26], we show that the limit  ! i0+ of f () vanishes when
  jkj + 1. This matches the trivial zeros of Lregf (s) at negative integers s, enforced by
the 1= (s) factor built into the L-function of f 2 Fk. Explicitly,
c(0) + lim
s!0
Lregf (s) = c(0)k;0 = limq!1
X
n
n+0c(n)qn ; (3.52)
lim
s! 
Lregf (s) = 0 = limq!1
X
n
nc(n)qn ; 1    jkj=2 (3.53)
lim
s! 
Lregf (s) = 0 = limq!1
X
n
nc(n)qn ;   jkj+ 1: (3.54)
Note that Lemma 3.3 evaluates the L-function for negative weight meromorphic mod-
ular forms at negative integers in the critical strip, which lies between s = 0 and s =  jkj
(recall k =  jkj < 0). As the evaluations in this section rest on a direct appeal to modular-
ity, they are limited to  -derivatives of the original f 2 F jkj with non-positive weight. We
can appeal to the symmetry Lf (s)
reg = ikLf (k   s)reg in Corollary 2.15, to show that the
other jkj=2 special values within the critical strip for negative weight meromorphic modular
forms agree with the vanishing results obtained directly from modularity. We leave explicit
conrmation of this agreement at s = k; k + 1; : : : ; k=2 + 1 (k < 0) to future work.
4 Sum-rules in conformal eld theory
In this section, we use the L-functions developed in the previous sections to extract interest-
ing physical data that characterizes conformal eld theories in two dimensions (2d CFTs).
In particular, we show that the L-function for the logarithmic derivatives of the path inte-
gral at s = 0 gives the Casimir energies and thus central charges of certain unitary CFTs.
We further show that the special value at s = 1 of the same L-function conrms a sum-
rule that was motivated by a recently noticed symmetry of path integrals in quantum eld
theory (QFT), when applied to 2d CFT path integrals with innite product expansions.
The structure of this section is as follows. In section 4.1, we briey describe the physical
motivation and setting for our study of sum-rules in 2d CFTs. In particular, we emphasize
why modularity appears in 2d CFTs [8], discuss holomorphic factorization, and the role
of unique ground-states in rewriting path integrals as innite products. In section 4.2,
we introduce the stress-energy tensor, and prove a theorem about the special values of
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its L-function when the path integral is a weight-k modular form whose q-series begins
with q . Finally, in sections 4.3 and 4.4 we use this L-function to verify the sum-rules
suggested by T-reection, and point-out a class of functions that seem related to traces of
singular moduli, but do not seem to often be discussed.
Concretely, this discussion can be brought to bear on 2d CFTs that holomorphically
factorize, such as the monster CFT with Z() = J() [28] and the conjectural extremal
2d CFTs thought to be dual to Einstein gravity in AdS3 [29]. Strikingly, these sum-rules
substantiate sum-rules formally derived from demanding QFT path integrals be invariant
under T-reections [6, 7]. Finally, these sum-rules exactly agree with the recent extension
of meromorphic modular forms from the upper half-plane to the double half-plane [30].
4.1 Central charges in 2d CFTs and special values of L-functions
By denition, the path integral for a QFT integrates over all allowed congurations of
the elds in the theory over all points on the space-time manifold. Carrying-out the path
integral for a 2d CFT placed on the two-torus obliterates all information about the structure
of the two-torus, save for the lattice of points identied by the toroidal compactication
and periodicity conditions along the non-contractible cycles of the two-torus.
For this reason, all 2d CFT path integrals on the two-torus, denoted Z(; ), are
explicit functions of this lattice, () := fm + n j m;n 2 Zg. Path integrals dened
on two lattices that are equal up to a scale transformation, () = z( 0) for complex
; z;  0 6= 0, must be equal. Thus, all 2d CFT path integrals on the two-torus must be
modular invariant.
The discussion in this section applies to 2d CFT path integrals that factorize holomor-
phically and have unique ground-states. When the CFT factorizes holomorphically, we have
Z(; ) = Z()Z() ; (4.1)
where Z and Z correspond to the path integrals for the decoupled left- and right-movers
of the CFT. Holomorphic factorization conventionally means that Z and Z are separately
modular invariant, and thus are modular functions: Z;Z 2M !0.
However, one of the main motivations of this work is to think of meromorphic modular
forms as a possible testing-ground for more general QFT path integrals that behave well
under modular transforms and have (Hagedorn) poles. So, in this spirit, we allow ourselves
to consider path integrals Z that have nontrivial modular weight: Z 2 Fk for k 2 12Z. For
convenience, we will call Z a CFT path integral even if it has nontrivial weight or poles.
When the CFT has a unique ground-state, then the lowest power of q in its q-series
has unit coecient, while the other q-series coecients are all integers:
Z() = q 
1X
n=0
D(n)qn ; D(0) = 1 ; D(n) 2 Z : (4.2)
Here   is called the Casimir energy of the CFT. It represents the vacuum-energy of
the CFT. The D(n) count the number of states in the full CFT with energy n above
the vacuum.
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As they count states, the D(n) are positive integers. (Twisted indices and path inte-
grals may have D(n) negative.) Because D(0) = 1 and D(n) 2 Z, we can rewrite Z() as
Z() = q 
1Y
n=1
(1  qn) d(n) (4.3)
where the d(n) 2 Z for every n. (Had D(0) 6= 1, then the d(n) fail to be integers.)
Correlation functions of the stress-energy tensor of the theory, T(), carry crucially
important information about the theory. We nd it very useful to study the expectation-
value of the stress-energy tensor for the full CFT, hT ()i:1
hT ()i := 1
2i
d
d
logZ() : (4.4)
Crucially, if Z() vanishes or has some pole at some nite value of  , then hT ()i has
a simple pole. For the theories we are interested in, the stress-tensor has the following
q-series:
hT ()i =   
1X
n=1
qn
X
mjn
md(m)

: (4.5)
This has a number of important consequences.
First, by the bounds in section 2.2, if Z() has a nite collection of singular points in
the fundamental domain, and if the point with largest imaginary part is at  = z, then
there exists a real number C > 0 such that Ce2nIm(z)  jmd(m)j < e2n(Im(z)+) for every
 > 0. (The upper-bound is always satised. The lower bound is satised for innitely
many positive integers n.)
Second, from the structure of Theorem 2.14, we know that the special value of LreghT i(s)
at s = 0 is exactly the constant term of hT ()i: the Casimir energy,  . This hap-
pens despite the growth of the q-series coecients. From a physics perspective, this is an
amusing result.
In unitary 2d CFTs, the Casimir energy  is directly proportional to the central charge
c of the CFT. The central charge is commonly referred to as a measure of the degrees of
freedom in the theory. Thus, realizing the Casimir energy as the special value of the L-
function for the stress-energy tensor is logically equivalent to stating that the central charge
can be literally interpreted as the sum of the number of excitations in the CFT.
This is striking. Even if the CFT is both (a) free CFT and (b) satises the rather
strong constraint of holomorphic factorization, in general the path integral will vanishes at
some value of  . Hence, by Proposition 2.7, the d(n) exhibit exponential/Hagedorn growth.
To even write-down the L-function for the stress-energy tensor, we need L-functions for
meromorphic modular forms in Theorem 2.14. In sections 4.2 and 4.4 we develop this
physical picture further.
1The statement that the one-point function of the stress-energy tensor for the CFT is given by the
log-derivative of the path integral can be understood in two ways. First, mechanically the @ logZ gives
the expectation value of energy in a statistical ensemble. Second, from general principles the stress-energy
tensor is sensitive to variations in length-scales in the geometry of the spacetime manifold. Thus, it is
natural that hT i is given by a functional derivative of the path integral with respect to the shape of the
two-torus,  . Normalizing this derivative by the needed factor of 1=Z yields hT i / @ logZ, as in eq. (4.4).
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4.2 The L-function of the one-point function of the stress-energy tensor
In this section, we prove two results about the structure of LreghT i(s). (The proofs rest heavily
on the beautiful paper [22].) Before doing so, we must introduce a bit of language from
statistical mechanics. To begin, we argue that the following two functions,
ZGC() := q
 
1X
n=0
D(n)qn ; (4.6)
ZCAN() := d(0) +
1X
n=1
d(n)qn ; (4.7)
play distinct and important roles when the 2d CFT is (in some sense) free. Here, ZCAN()
is the canonical partition function which counts the number of distinct excitations in the
single-particle Fock-space of the theory with a given energy n above the vacuum, while
ZGC() is the grand canonical partition function which counts the number of distinct states
in the full multi-particle Fock-space with a given energy n above the vacuum.
The physical justication for naming these two functions is as follows. When the
quantum eld theory is free, then the generating functions for the single-particle Fock-
space ZCAN() and the generating function for the multi-particle Fock-space ZGC() are
related by the following combinatoric map:
ZGC() = q
 exp
"
 
1X
m=1
1
m

ZCAN(m)  d(0)
#
= q 
1X
n=0
D(n)qn : (4.8)
With ZGC() and ZCAN() as dened in eqs. (4.6) and (4.7), we see that if D(0) = 1 then
applying the map in eq. (4.8), we nd:
ZGC() = q
 
1X
n=0
D(n)qn = q 
1Y
n=1
(1  qn) d(n) : (4.9)
This is exactly the innite product factorization of Z() for 2d CFTs in eqs. (4.2) and (4.3).
Famously, particle number is not xed in QFT: particle production can happen. As
path integrals consider all uctuations for all possible eld congurations of a given QFT or
CFT, then, the path integral for a CFT or QFT does not naturally map onto the canonical
partition function with xed particle-number. Yet, because particle number is not xed
in the grand canonical partition function, which accesses the multi-particle Fock-space, it
is natural that the path integral and the grand canonical partition function be equal. In
what follows, we use Z() and ZGC() interchangeably. Now for the main Theorem of
this section:
Theorem 4.1. Suppose ZGC() 2 Fk. The L-function for hT ()i = q@q logZGC() is,
LreghT i(s) =  
(2)s
 (s)



Bs
s

  k
2

Bs 1
s  1

+ 

Bs 2
s  2

+ regular(s)

; (4.10)
where   is the leading power of q in ZGC(), and \regular(s)" refers to the terms in
Lf (s)
reg that are nite for nite s 2 C.
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Proof. Our proof rests on ve results. First, that the weighted sum of the orders of zeros
and poles of a modular form f 2 Fk in the fundamental domain, F , is exactly given by k:
k
12
=  +
X
w2F
e(w) ordf (w) : (4.11)
Here ordf (w) is the order of the pole or zero of f at w, and e(w) = 1 unless w = ( 1)1=2
or ( 1)1=3. At these special values, e(( 1)1=2) = 1=2 and e(( 1)1=3) = 1=3. Note that 
is the order of the zero or pole at the cusp  = i1.
Second, we use Theorem 5 of [22]. This Theorem states that for f 2 Fk with a q-series
q 
P
n c(n)q
n with c(1) = 1, and w() =
1
2i@ log(j()  j(w)), then
q
d
dq
log f() =
k
12
E2() +
X
w2F
e(w)ordf (w)w() : (4.12)
Third, we use the fact that the L-function of the quasi-modular E2() is,
LregE2 (s) =
(2)s
 (s)

6

Bs 1
s 1  
Bs
s
 B
s 2
s 2 +
1X
n=1
1(n)

 (s;2n)
(2n)s
  (2 s;2n)
(2n)2 s

: (4.13)
Fourth, we use the fact that the L-function of the exactly modular, but meromorphic,
modular form w() is,
Lregw(s) =
(2)s
 (s)

Bs
s
+
Bs 2
s  2 + regular(s) ;

(4.14)
where \regular(s)" refers to the terms in Lf (s)
reg that are nite for nite s 2 C.
Fifth, we use the fact that the L-function of a nite sum of modular forms is the sum
of the nite number of L-functions of each of the individual modular forms. This follows
from the fact that L-functions are fundamentally integral transforms of the modular forms
and from the fact that an integral is a linear functional of its arguments.
Now, we use these ve facts for the Borcherds products that dene ZGC(). Thus,
using eq. (4.12) we nd that
LreghT i(s) =
k
12
LregE2 (s) +
X
w2F
e(w) ordf (w)L
reg
w
(s) : (4.15)
Now, using eqs. (4.13) and (4.14), we have
LreghT i(s) =
(2)s
 (s)

Bs
s
+
Bs 2
s  2
X
w2F
e(w) ordf (w)  k
12

  k
12
6

Bs 1
s  1 + regular(s)

:
(4.16)
By eq. (4.11), we see that the common coecient of the 1=s and 1=(s  2) poles is simply
. This concludes the proof.
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Theorem 4.1 concerns special values of LreghT i(s). Before stating a very useful Corollary,
we make the following observation. When written as a formal Dirichlet series, this L-
function would take the form,
LreghT i(s) =  reg
1X
n=1
X
mjn
m d(m)

n s : (4.17)
Now, formally this resembles a Dirichlet convolution of two Dirichlet series,
reg
1X
n=1
X
mjn
m d(m)

n s =

reg
1X
n=1
1
ns

reg
1X
m=1
d(m)
ms 1

: (4.18)
Note that
P
m d(m)=m
s 1 is exactly what we would write-down for the formal Mellin
transform of ZCAN(), evaluated at the shifted value s   1. Further, (s) comes precisely
from the combinatoric map between the grand canonical and canonical partition functions.
On these physical grounds, it is natural to dene the formal L-function for ZCAN() as
LregZCAN(s) :=  
LreghT i(s+ 1)
(s+ 1)
: (4.19)
Recall that in section 3.2, we promised a physical motivation for the formal factorization
of the L-function for d() into (s) multiplied by
P
nA(n
2; d)=ns 1. To give it, we
draw an analogy between Hd(j()) and the grand canonical partition function of a CFT,P
nA(n
2; d)qn and the single-particle partition function of the CFT, and d() as the
stress-energy tensor of the CFT. This analogy provides the physical motivation for the
sum-rules in eq. (3.29).
The sum-rules eq. (3.29) are special cases of the following quite general Corollary to
Theorem 4.1:
Corollary 4.2. If a 2d CFT path integral Z() can be written as q 
Q
n(1 qn) d(n) 2 Fk
and ZCAN =
P
n d(n)q
n, then8>>>><>>>>:
lim
s! 1
LregZCAN(s) = lims! 1
reg
1X
n=1
d(n) n s = +2 ;
lim
s!0
LregZCAN(s) = lims!0
reg
1X
n=1
d(n) n s = k :
(4.20)
Proof. This immediately follows from Theorem 4.1 and from the formal denition of the
L-function for canonical ensemble in eq. (4.19): LregZCAN(s) =  L
reg
hT i(s+ 1)=(s+ 1).
4.3 The L-function for the stress-tensor and T-reection sum-rules
The two general sum-rules in Corollary 4.2 were anticipated in refs. [6, 7, 14, 30], where
it was noticed that many nite-temperature path integrals in QFT were invariant under
formally reecting temperatures to negative values (T-reection). Particularly in refs. [6, 7]
it was argued that if a 2d CFT path integral Z() had well-dened modular weight k 2 12Z,
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and could be written in terms of an innite product q 
Q
n(1   qn) d(n) with d(n) 2 Z,
then T-reection invariance would imply two the sum-rules:
q 
1Y
n=1
(1  qn) d(n) 2 Fk =)
8>>>><>>>>:
reg
1X
n=1
n1 d(n) = 2 ;
reg
1X
n=1
n0 d(n) = k :
(4.21)
We now note that the L-functions dened in section 2 provide a concrete context in which
we may evaluate these sum-rules. Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2, validate these sum-
rules when Z() has zeros or poles away from cusps. (As we show in appendix A more
conventional L-function technology veries these sum-rules when Z() has divisors only at
the zero-/innite-temperature cusp.)
As emphasized above, the stress-energy tensor plays an absolutely crucial role in QFT,
and in particular in CFT. By encoding a CFTs central charge, the stress-tensor both
counts the number of degrees of freedom in the system, and, more importantly, describes
how a CFT responds to deformations of its spacetime manifold (i.e. variations of  , the
shape of the torus). This latter fact is of chief interest to us, here: the response to the
CFT to deformations of its spacetime manifold constitutes a sort of anomalous breaking of
conformal invariance: if a theory has a nonzero central charge, it has a conformal anomaly.
Similarly, in [7] we argue that 2d CFT path integrals are naturally both invariant
under modular transformations and under T-reection. Throughout [6, 7], we argued that
if a path integral were invariant under T-reection up to such an overall phase, this phase
would constitute a global gravitational anomaly [31{33]. A main role of the stress-energy
tensor is to encode the anomalies of a CFT under dieomorphisms or variations in the
spacetime manifold. The new fact in this section, that the L-function of the stress-energy
tensor encodes the anomaly of a CFTs path integral under the T-reection redundancy in
how the two-torus is encoded in the path integral, is thus striking.
Not only striking, this new fact is consistent with recent work on T-reection [6, 7]
and related work on modular forms [30]. In [7], we argue that the T-reection phase is
tied directly to the modular weight of a 2d CFT path integral: ei = ( 1)k. The sum-
rule in Corollary 4.2 explicitly veries that this sum-rule is consistent with our L-functions
for meromorphic modular forms. Further, in [30] we explicitly construct an extension of
SL2(Z) modular forms dened on the upper half-plane to GL2(Z) modular forms dened on
the double half-plane, where the T-reection phase is again given by ( 1)k. This explicitly
agrees with the sum-rules in Corollary 4.2, and ts well with the physical and mathematical
structure of refs. [6, 7, 30]. In this paper, we have shown that the relevant sum-rule that
counts the T-reection phase comes exactly from the L-function for the stress-energy tensor.
4.4 Borcherds products and the statistical mechanical ensembles
In this brief section, we note that the objects extracted from Borcherds products that we
called ZCAN() may be of independent mathematical interest. We have argued that a
Borcherds product resembles the partition function for a 2d CFT on a two-torus in the
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grand canonical/multi-particle ensemble. The logarithm of a Borcherds product resembles
the associated partition function for the same 2d CFT in the canonical/single-particle
ensemble.
This physical picture suggests that the canonical partition functions ZCAN(),
ZGC() = q
 
1Y
n=1
(1  qn) d(n) 7! ZCAN() = d(0) +
1X
n=1
d(n)qn ; (4.22)
may be of independent mathematical interest. Certainly, for the simplest example,
ZGC() =
1
q1=24
1Y
n=1
1
(1  qn) =
1
()
7! ZCAN() = 1
1  q ; (4.23)
the partition function in the canonical ensemble is a character of SL2(R).
Juxtaposing the Borcherds products in section 3.2 and in [2] against the physical
picture where a modular form is some \grand canonical partition function" for a free
statistical system, suggests that the \canonical partition functions" associated to Hd(j()),
Z
(d)
GC() := q
 H(d)
1Y
n=1
(1  qn)A(n2;d) = Hd(j()) 7! Z(d)CAN() :=
1X
n=1
A(n2; d)qn ;
(4.24)
are mathematically interesting objects. However, we are unaware of any study of these
functions in the literature. It might be pleasing if the other functions for d > 0 also have a
clear meaning in terms of characters of non-compact groups, or played a more signicant
role in the study of e.g. traces of singular moduli. We leave such questions to future work.
5 Summary and future directions
Context for the paper. The motivation for this paper was to verify a conjecture of T-
reection [14], in the physics-agnostic setting of the mathematics of modular forms [6, 7].
To do this, we extended the recent map between weakly holomorphic modular forms [3{
5] and regularized L-functions/regularized Dirichlet series | itself, an extension of the
classic map between holomorphic modular forms and L-functions/Dirichlet series [1] |
to a map between meromorphic modular forms and regularized L-functions/regularized
Dirichlet series.
Summary and main results of the paper. We have developed a map between mero-
morphic modular forms and regularized L-functions, presented in Theorem 2.14. To do so,
we had to explicitly and precisely understand the exponential growth in q-series coecients,
presented in Proposition 2.7. We then used these results to understand aspects of traces of
singular moduli, when viewed as q-series coecients of meromorphic modular forms. Many
of these aspects hinge critically on L-functions for meromorphic modular forms, and thus
are new.
In a seemingly dierent direction, we viewed meromorphic modular forms as models for
CFT path integrals and partition functions in various ensembles in statistical mechanics.
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Concretely, we mapped meromorphic modular forms onto partition functions for the full
multi-particle Fock-space of free 2d CFTs, and we mapped (roughly) the logarithm of
meromorphic modular forms onto partition functions for the single-particle Fock-space of a
the same free 2d CFTs. We then studied the L-function of the stress-energy tensor, which
is the logarithmic derivative of meromorphic modular partition function, of these CFTs,
and studied its special values. The stress-tensor is a weight-two meromorphic quasimodular
form. Its regularized L-function has special values at s = 0, s = 1 and s = 2.
In Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2, we explicitly showed that the s = 0 special values
of the stress-energy tensor L-function allow us to equate the central charge of a free and
unitary 2d CFT with a regularized tally of the total number of states in the single-particle
Fock-space. Translated back into the mathematical context of traces of singular moduli in,
this is equivalent to the statement that the regularized sum of traces of singular moduli for
the family of modular functions Jn() := q
 m+O(q) 2M !0, when evaluated at CM points of
discriminant-d quadratics, equals (minus) the Hurwitz class number H(d): reg
P
n tn(d) =
 H(d). Though these statements do not have obvious practical utility, explicitly relating
the central charge to the (in general) exponentially divergent sum over states in a CFT and
explicitly relating the exponentially divergent sum of the mathematically interesting tn(d)
to the Hurwitz class numbers, are both new and pleasing results. Further, the s = 1 special
value of the stress-energy tensor L-function veries the sum-rule for the T-reection phase,
conjectured in [6, 7], and hints at important physical aspects of this newly found symmetry.
Bugs, features, and the future. The motivation for this paper is solidly from theo-
retical physics. The main advances in this paper are largely mathematical in nature. The
interplay between these two is somewhere in between. Bugs, features, and future of the
results in this paper, and the lines of reasoning that led to it are most easily discussed
in the three following brief sections: one on completely mathematical aspects, one on the
interface between mathematics and theoretical physics that spurred this note, and one on
physical aspects.
5.1 Mathematics: comments, room for improvement, and exploration
In this section, we describe various dierent routes for improvement in our treatment of
L-functions of meromorphic modular forms, make several comments that did not t into
the narrative of sections 2 and 3, and emphasize directions for future exploration.
L-integrals when f 2 Fk has poles at cusps. As emphasized in section 2, in order to
make the L-integral for meromorphic modular forms well-dened, we made use of contour
deformations. It is important that we regulated the integral while keeping the integrand
meromorphic. However, as discussed in [4, 5], when f 2 M !k has poles at cusps, it is
natural to regularize the L-integral by deforming the integrand by the non-holomorphic
factor e2Im()(f()  cf (0)). When Re() is larger than the order of the pole at the cusp,
then the -deformed L-integral converges, and can be continued to  = 0. This procedure
yields the terms eq. (2.12). In this sense, our results agree with and generalize the results
for Lf (s)
reg in the literature. However, when f 2 Fk has a pole at cusps then there are a
nite number of terms in the next line (2.13), which diverge.
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It is not clear (to me) how to reconcile the tension between non-holomorphic deforma-
tions of the integrand from [4, 5] to regularize poles at cusps while also being able to use
residue theorems and contour-deformations to regularize divergences from poles away from
cusps. I will list some possible routes. First, it is possible that there is a sense in which the
-regulated L-integral is given by the constant term in Lf (sj; )reg, when expanded for
large . This would excise the nite number of problematic (divergent) terms in eq. (2.13).
Second, it would be interesting to consider a hybrid regulator, where we look at
Lf (sj; ; ) :=
Z
(;)
d


i
s
J()(f()  cf (0)) ; (5.1)
where J() = q 1 +
P
n1 c(n)q
n 2M !0, J() = e log J() and log x is dened to be in the
principal branch:   < Im(log z)  . With this deformation, the integrand should be
meromorphic throughout, allowing straightforward use of residue theorems to -deform the
contour away from poles away from cusps. For suciently large Re()  1 the poles at
cusps are also regularized. This could in principle allow one to dene a regularized integral
of a meromorphic integrand that has a smooth limit as  ! 1 and ;  ! 0. As our
chief interest was in meromorphic modular forms that are regular at cusps, we leave this
question for future work.
Poles, path-dependence, and wall-crossing. Meromorphic functions have poles. To
dene their L-functions, we must take a contour integral. Insisting the L-function integrand
be meromorphic in  , rather than e.g. real-analytic function of t = Im(), then it is natural
to consider what happens when a pole smoothly moves from z to z, when this path
crosses the contour. If  2 SL2(Z), then the locations of set of poles at fz j  2 SL2(Z)g
is mapped back to itself. As the integrand has poles at all modular images of z, it is
invariant under discrete modular transformations z ! z. However, the integral is not
invariant if we continuously deform z to z if the path crosses the original contour along
the imaginary- axis. When this happens, then the L-function picks-up residues.
There seems to be tension here, analogous to the tension between modularity of the
theta-decomposition of meromorphic Jacobi forms and modularity in Zwegers work [23]
and others [24]. There, as here, the non-invariance of the integral seems to be related
to path-dependence, which we discussed in section 2.4. It would be very interesting to
understand this phenomena in more detail. (Note: these residues do not alter the residues
of 1s or
ik
k s in L

f (s)
reg. Special values in sections 3 and 4 are thus unaected by this
ambiguity.)
Polar Rademacher sums and numerical evaluation of Lf(s)
reg. It would be very
interesting to systematically isolate the contribution of each individual pole to the q-series
coecients for f 2 Fk when k > 0, in a Rademacher-like sum. Hardy and Ramanujan
did this for 1=E6() 2 F 6 [15]. Recent, beautiful, work extends this to wide classes of
meromorphic modular forms f 2 Fk with negative weight [16{20].
However, expressions for q-series coecients for meromorphic forms with k > 0 seem
not to be written in terms of the polylogarithms needed to explicitly relate exponential
q-series growth due to explicit pole locations in H. If such an extension existed, by simply
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deleting exponential contributions to cf (n) from poles above the line Im() = B, we could
directly obtain rapidly convergent expressions for cRf (njB) used in Lf (s)reg for any f 2 Fk.
(Note: q-series coecients for some f 2 Fk for k  0 in terms of exponential sums for k > 0
are known, e.g. [34, 35]. Yet, the map between terms in the exponential sums and pole
locations, which follows naturally from Rademachers sums, seems less direct here.)
The constants cf(0) decouple from L-functions for f 2 F0. The integral that
denes Lf (s)
reg is
R1
0 dt t
s 1 (f(it)  cf (0)). So when f 2 F0, then all L-functions are just
functions of the non-constant q-series coecients: the cf (0) drops out. Amusingly, cf (0) is
also an element of F0. This may suggest a fruitful reformulation of L-functions for f 2 Fk.
Recall that when f 2 Mk, we subtract-o the modular function called cf (0) from f()
within Lf (s). This has the eect of subtracting-out the pole in Mellin-space that comes
from a residue at  = i1. When f 2 M !k or f 2 Fk, rather than subtracting-o the mod-
ular function called cf (0) which cancels the pole coming from t! 0 and t!1, we could
subtract-o a modular function that cancels all poles along the integration contour but in-
troduces no new poles. In this scenario, the integrand would be meromorphic in  through-
out, and subtleties of Lf (s) would be contained within L
reg
f (s) for f 2 F0 (and f 2M !0).
For future exploration. It would be good to t L-functions for f 2 Fk (and f 2
M !k [4, 5]) into the web of conjectures and facts about L-functions for f 2 Mk and Sk. It
is natural to extend Lregf (s) for f 2 Fk( ) to subgroups   < SL2(Z), or to half-integral
k 2 12Z. L-functions for weakly holomorphic modular forms with Zagier duality particularly
stand-out.
5.2 Field theory, statistical mechanics, Hagedorn, and number theory
There is a strong interrelation between the mathematical and physical perspectives in this
paper. This goes in both directions.
Borcherds products as grand canonical partition functions. In section 4, we em-
phasized that if a modular form has an innite product of the form F () := q 
Q
n(1  
qn) d(n) 2 Fk, then it can be interpreted in some sense as the partition function for the
multi-particle Fock-space of a free CFT, i.e. a grand canonical partition function. In this
guise, then, one can dene the partition function for the associated single-particle Fock-
space of the free CFT. It is given by f() :=
P
n d(n)q
n. (A combinatoric map relates f
and F . See section 4.2.)
Physically, both F and d play very important roles. However, we have been unable to
nd any discussion of f() in the mathematics literature, other than for the simple case of
F () = 1=(), where f() = 1=(1 q) is a character of SL2(R). It would be very interesting
to see if these \single particle partition functions" f() played a comparably important
role in number theory | particularly when F has a Borcherds product expansion, and
f() =  PnA(n2; d)qn has such a close relationship with traces of singular moduli.
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Strings, modularity and Hagedorn. As emphasized in the Introduction, both the
low-energy limit of QCD and the eld theory limit of string theories generically exhibit an
exponential/Hagedorn rise in the number of states with energy, d(E):
d(E)  EeHE : (5.2)
When the inverse-temperature  approaches H , then the one-loop path integral/partition
function Z() =
P
E d(E)e
 E diverges. Additionally, loops of closed strings, either QCD-
strings or more fundamental strings, are topologically equivalent to a torus. Thus, we
expect the one-loop path integral in these theories, Z(), to be modular in the -parameter.
Putting these two features together naturally suggests that the theory of meromorphic
modular forms and perhaps the related theory of meromorphic Jacobi forms [24] may play
a role in understanding the path integral and observables in these physical contexts. In this
paper, we studied whether one can dene a regularization for the exponentially divergent
sums that appear in Casimir energies in these eld theories. Ubiquity of modularity and
Hagedorn growth/poles suggests L-functions for meromorphic modular forms may directly
yield Casimir energies of models of low-energy QCD. It would be very interesting if other
aspects of meromorphic modular or Jacobi forms interplay with low-energy QCD.
There is at least one explicit precedent. Namely, recently, it was realized that the path
integral of a famously tractable limit of QCD in four-dimensions [9] is given by [10, 11]
Z() =
1Y
n=1
(1  qn)
(1 + qn)(1  zqn)(1  qn=z) ; z = 2 +
p
3 : (5.3)
This can be easily recognized as the quotient of Jacobi theta-functions and Dedekind eta-
functions. It has simple poles when qn ! z1. It would be very interesting to understand
if, e.g. the wall-crossing in [24] had some role in models of low-energy QCD, for instance
in this particular path integral that is meromorphic and involves Jacobi theta functions.
Fermionic symmetries. Finally, we make an amusing standalone observation. Let
F () = q 
Q
n(1   qn) d(n) = q 
P
nD(n)q
n be a weakly holomorphic modular form
with zeros at nite values of  and poles at cusps. Its q-series coecients are bounded
by jD(n)j < eC
p
n for some C > 0. Because F (z) = 0 for some 0 < jzj < 1, then
Proposition 2.7 implies jd(n)j > E(e2Im(z))n=n for some E > 0 for innitely many positive
integers n.
Thus, there are huge cancellations between the q-series coecients of f() =
P
n d(n)q
n
and F () = q 
P
nD(n)q
n. Very similar cancellations were observed in [36{39] from a
fermionic symmetry in non-supersymmetric models of QCD with Hagedorn growth in the
number of states at a given energy E. Despite the lack of supersymmetry and the presence
of Hagedorn growth, the bosons and fermions are almost exactly paired and cancel in the
twisted path integral, which avoids Hagedorn poles at nite temperature.
5.3 Central charges, T-reection phases, and the stress-tensor
Finally, in sections 4.2 and 4.3 we showed that both the Casimir energy and the T-reection
sum-rule of a 2d CFT are captured by the L-function of the stress-energy tensor, LreghT i(s),
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when evaluated respectively at s = 0 and s = 1. Central charges give the conformal
anomaly of the CFT when it is on curved manifolds. So it is natural that they are captured
by the stress-tensor. However, it was completely unexpected that the T-reection sum-rules
suggested in [6, 14] would literally appear next to the central charge, in the stress-energy
tensor L-function, at s = 0 and 1. Yet, this may be sensible in light of refs. [6, 7], where
we noted that the T-reection phase has a natural interpretation as a global gravitational
anomaly. It seems existentially important to better understand the connection between the
T-reection phases and the regularized L-function for the stress-energy tensor of 2d CFTs.
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A T-reection sum-rules when hT ( )i is holomorphic and quasimodular
Here, we motivate the T-reection sum-rules for the special case of a free scalar CFT
where Z() = ZGC() = 1=() 2 M !1=2, i.e. where the path integral has divisors only at
the zero-/innite-temperature cusp. This formal analysis originally appeared in [14], and
was recently explained in greater detail in [6].
To start, we show that 1=() corresponds to the path integral for a single free scalar
CFT on the two-torus. If we think of the rectangular two-torus as the direct product
of a periodic line element, S1L, with the thermal circle, S
1
 , then we can easily see that
the single-particle Fock-space for a single scalar particle is simply that of a particle with
momentum pn = n=L with n = 0; 1; 2; : : : 2 Z0. Further, we dene 2i :=  =L and
q := e =L = e2i .
As there is only one scalar, and only one direction in which to move, we nd that
d(n) = 1 for n = 0; 1; 2 : : : =) ZCAN() =
1X
n=0
d(n)qn =
1
1  q : (A.1)
If we apply the combinatoric map between the single-particle and multi-particle Fock-spaces
for this free CFT, we nd that ZGC() evaluates to
ZGC() = q
 
1Y
n=1
1
1  qn : (A.2)
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Now, if we take the logarithmic derivative of ZGC() to nd the one-point correlation
function of this 2d CFTs stress-energy tensor, we nd it equals the following expression:
hT ()i = 1
2i
d
d
log

q 
1Y
n=1
1
1  qn

=   
1X
n=1
qn
X
mjn
m

: (A.3)
It is straightforward to compute that the Mellin transform, i.e. the L-function, for the
one-point correlation function for the stress-energy tensor of this 2d CFT is
LhT i(s) =
(2)s
 (s)
Z 1
0
dt
t
ts(hT (it)i+ ) =  (s)(s  1) : (A.4)
Because hT ()i neither diverges nor vanishes at any nite value of  = =(2iL), the
regularization procedure developed in this paper is not necessary to dene Lf (s).
We can also directly compute the L-function of ZCAN(), and nd that it equals
LZCAN(s) =
(2)s
 (s)
Z 1
0
dt
t
ts
1X
n=1
e 2nt = (s) : (A.5)
It is important to note that the formal factorization in eq. (4.19) would imply that
LZCAN(s) :=  LhT i(s + 1)=(s + 1). Crucially, these computations match. (Note that
hT ()i =  E2() +O(q0), and is tightly related to holomorphic quasimodular forms. See
eq. (4.13) for an explicit expression for the L-function of E2().)
Finally, we would like to formally motivate the T-reection sum-rules in section 4.3
for this special case. First, note that ZGC() resembles a product of decoupled products of
harmonic oscillator partition functions, 1=(1 qn), stripped of their zero-point energies qn=2:
Y
n
Z(n)osc:() :=
Y
n
qn=2
1  qn : (A.6)
We may recover the grand canonical partition function by taking a large (innite) collec-
tion of decoupled oscillators that have been properly endowed with their zero-point energies
qn=2. Now, note that if we regulate the sum of exponents
P
n n=2 by the L-function for
the canonical ensemble, i.e. (s), then we would nd
lim
N!1
Reg
NY
n=1
Z(n)osc:() = lim
N!1
Reg
NY
n=1
qn=2
1  qn = q
1
2
( 1)
1Y
n=1
1
1  qn =
1
()
: (A.7)
Further, note that each decoupled oscillator is invariant under T-reection [6, 14]. (This
follows from the fact that qn=2=(1  qn) equals sin(n) 1, an odd function of  .) Thus:
Y
n
Z(n)osc:() =
Y
n
qn=2
1  qn !
Y
n
Z(n)osc:( ) =
Y
n
q n=2
1  q n =
Y
n
( 1) qn=2
1  qn : (A.8)
Again, we take the limit where the number of oscillators goes to innity, which is needed in
order for the states accessed in the partition function to span the full multi-particle Fock-
space, but now at negative temperature. Here, we must regulate the divergent product of
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zero-point energies and the divergent product of ( 1)-factors. Regulating with (s), we
nd:
lim
N!1
Reg
NY
n=1
Z(n)osc:( ) = lim
N!1
Reg
NY
n=1
( 1) qn=2
1  qn = q
1
2
( 1)( 1)(0)
1Y
n=1
1
1  qn =
( i)
()
:
(A.9)
Thus, we see that the leading power of q in the q-series of this particular path integral is xed
by T-reection. Further, the eigenvalue under T-reection is ei =  i, consistent with the
sum-rule in Corollary 4.2 and with refs. [6, 7, 14, 30], where ei = ( 1)k = ( 1)reg
P
n d(n).
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